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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING. NOVEMHEk
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KOREA SUBMITS

COLLEGE PROF.

Meyer of Chicago

Will Accept

Un-

Japanese

Con-

iversity Against Rate

trol as Was Proposed

Regulation.

by Marquis Ito.

NEW

ORLEANS

To Save the Race from the Frightful Ferocity it

PLANS

CONSERVATIVES

AND

Isthmian Canal Cons
ting Engineers Agr
by Large Majority.

the Weapon of Commerce.

YESTERDAY MORE THAN ONE THOUSAND

FAVORITE

THE RUSSIAN JEW'S OPPOKTUN1TV

Now Enduring, the Russian Jew Must

is

GIVEN AT LAST

Seize the New Democracy, Using

Listened in Board of Trade Deserted from English Squadron While Visiting This
to Attempt at OverCountry.
throwing
PRESIDENT'S

DECISION IS

RUSSIAN JEW'S PROBLE M

GRACEFULLY

VS. PRESIDENT

NUMBER 201

18. 11)05.

LIBERALS

New Orleans, La., Nov. 18. "The
Seoul, Nov. 18. The Korean cabinet
said Prof. at 1:30 this morning agreed to accept
proposal is dangerous,"
for a Japanese proHugo R Meyer, of the University ot the proposition
tectorate over Korea, made by MarChicago, addressing the New Orleans quis Ito.
- .' '
board of trade yesterday on the sub
by the interstate CHARLES OF DENMARK
ject of
f
KING OF NORWAY.
commerce commission, "because the
Christina, Norway, Nov. 18. The
commission would use the power in
Norwegian parliament today unanieuch a way as to precipitate great mously elected Prince Charles of Den
conflicts between sectional interests mark to be king of Norway. The reand clatsa interests. It is revolution sult was declared at 5:50 p. m. As
dispatch is filed the fortress Is
arv because the commission would this
royal salute of forty-twfiring
power
purpose
of guns inthe
use that
for the
of the new king.
honor
over
curtailing that freedom to trade
of
and throughout the entire territory
ROYAL ITALIAN TO
the United States that it was the
VISIT UNITED STATES.
purpose of our forefathers to establish
Washington,
Nov. 18. The rumor
and guarantee when our forefathers that the dowager queen of Italy,
is
established the United States. It
intends to visit this country,
revolutionary because it would make
at the Italian embe
cannot
the Interstate commerce commission bassy. It confirmed
Is held to be very likely,
congress
clothed with
a little deputy
she will come to the
power to make and unmake the poi however, that as
States,
she is an extensive
United
icy of our nation in matters ot the
utmost importance as well as in mat- traveler.
ters of the utmost conflict of sec- CONSERVATIVES JOIN
tional interests and class interests."
LIBERALS IN RUSSIA.
"The development and the progress
Nov. 18. The sud
Petersburg.
St.
Meyer,
of a country," declared Prof.
implies den awakening of the conservative
"necessarily
In conclusion,
constant changes in the course of and liberal elements to the imperative
trade, constant shifting of the centers necessity for resisting to the utmost
of agricultural and mineral produc- the attempt of the radicals and social'
tion, as well as constant changes In lsts who are conducting the present
has
the seats of the manufacturing Indus strike to obtain the upper hand, and
tries. The building up of values at galvanized the leaders into action
nun nnint necessarily often means the has started a healthy movement in fa
Impairment of values at another point, vor of cutting loose from the radical
The nnlv thin that can be done tin- - wing. A number of leaders of various
the constitutional
der the circumstances is to effect the groups including gone
to MOSCOW to
host mmnrnmlM that ran he effected, democrats, have
And upon that point the verdict of all urge the gemstovists assembling there
experience is that if one would avoid to unite to prevent anarchy and to
stagnation and retain that elacticlty support the new government in Its
which comes from, the free and unfet- - effort to restore tranquility and intro- tered play of the forces of trade, one (luce the new regime.
must so far as possible keep tne,
Copper and Lead.
state out of these compromlises
New York, Nov. 18. Copper and
leave these compromises In the field
lead, steady and unchanged.
of trade and commerce."
rate-fixin-
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SEA
m

VrVOi
Nov. 18. Russian
St. Petersburg.
Jews are without hope that the overthrow of the St. Petersburg bureaucracy means their own emancipation.
They will have to win their own vic
tory from the new government that is
to be formed In Russia, and it win
be as hard for them to succeed.
The people in provincial Russia,
after gaining the upper hand in their
fight against absolutism, have begun,
as their first act, a general massacre
of Jews. In Odessa, Nljnlnovgorod,
Klschlneff, everywhere,
Nicolaleff,
where there are Jews and Gentiles,
the Christians have celebrated their
y turning
freedom from autocracy
n
and
on their Jewish
treating them with a ferocity never
excelled by the most bloodthirsty
csars that have occupied the Russian
throne.
Russia's first offering on the altar
of freedom la the blood of thousands
df Jews, whose only offense la that
fellow-townsme-

People of supSemitic maRsacres.
posed enlightened minds have joined
in the outrages, or else have condoned
them.
The only people to come to the rescue of the Jews have been young
students carried away by their enthusiasm for the rights of men and by
principles,
their pure democratic
learned from text books that have
been smuggled Into Russia. These
boys, none over 22 or 23 years of age,
have stood up for the Jews. Rut public opinion has been against them, and
they have met death at the bands of
the soldiers, called out to protect
property and life, but protecting only
the right of a Christian to murder a
Jew.
The massacre ot Jews that has
been going on is permitted because
public opinion in provincial towns favors it.
The Jews, unless they can force
concessions from the new masters of

.
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Reached After Careful Study
and Consultation Since
Last September.
MEMBERS VISITED

BETWEEN

It la an Interesting fact that Princeton has not scored on Yale by steady
rushing for nine years, blocked kicks
and fumbles or goals from the field
having been the sources of Princeton's points. In 1896, Princeton pushed Yale all over Manhattan Field: in
1897 the Tigers did not score; in 1898
they scored once on Poe's long ruu,
In 1899, they scored twice, one after
Relter's end run had carried the ball
line, and the next
inside Yale's
time on Poe's drop kick; in 1900 they
scored once on a field goal; in 1901
they did not score; in 1902 they
scored once on DeWitt's long run on
a blocked kick, and the second time
on a place kick; In 1904 they did not
score.

New Haven, Conn., Nov. 18. From
early this morning the college yells
of old Yale and Princeton have been
resounding to the awakening city and
with every hour the enthusiasm increased. The city is profusely decorated with the colors of the two colleges and the colors of Yale and
Princeton are displayed In nearly
every shop window In the city. The
whole city Is In a fever of excitement and every residence almost is
decorated with the colors of the college with which the owners side. Several thousand visitors from all parts
of the state and New York are assembled here to attend the great foot
ball game between Yale and Princeton, which Is scheduled for this afternoon. The two elevens are said
to be in the pink of condition and a
highly Interesting contest is expected.
Both crews are exceptionally strong
this year, although the Yale eleven
have been somewhat crippled in the
early part of the season.

IT

not members of the orthodox
church. The Jews have been
like wild beasts, their homes
their wives and daughters
treated as captive slaves in ancient
times.
The Slavs want Independence for
themselves only. They do not intend to share their freedom with synIf the Jews
agogue communicants.
are to assert themselves in the new
Russia, they must rise in their might
and wrest power from the democracy
as the democracy has wrested power
from the autocracy.
The Slavs, as their first move under
their new conditions of government,
have not shown themselves competent to take part In the government
of a great country. It Is not only the
rouirh element in the provincial cit
ies that has participated In the antl- -

Russia, will continue to live the life
of dogs. It Is doubtful whether they
will be given the full right to vote
for members of the new parliament.
At the bottom of the question Is a
fear of the Jews on the part of the
Slavs. The people of Russia know
that the Jews are as a claes, the best
euueated people in the ciar s dominions, and If allowed to participate In
national legislation, will dominate the.
situation bv sheer Intellectual weight,
The weapons with which the Jews
are to wage their own wars for Inde
pendence, are not those with wnicn
the rest of Russia has downed the
bureaucracy. They are weapons of
commerce. Russia, to make herself
a new nation, must not only "stabllsh.
a democratic leatslituro: t,V';iAWC do
she
somethlne far more important;
must develop her trade and Industries

CHAMPIONSHIP IN

REBATE FIGHT IS

they are
Russian
hounded
burned,

The Russian people cannot send delegates to a parliament to bring about
the millennium by legislation.
This is the opportunity the Jews
are waiting for. The merchant princes
of Russia are almost all Jews. The
machinery of commerce Is In the
hands of the Jews, and it Is on them
that Russia will have to rely for the
second step In her Journey toward
modern progress and enlightenment.

By the opening but there is nothing, apparently, to
London, Nov. 18.
of a bundle of yellowed and faded indicate that the question has been
It has Ions been reported
papers for seventy years deposited - settled.
with Coutt's bank, a highly lnterest- that there was actually a male child,
i.i,
Intimate chron-- l but that this child emigrated to the
tka
imiA Bpandalcuse of the British court United States and settled in Wash- The bundle of'ingtnn, where he died some years
has become public.
mier living very quieuy, uui. iu
papers naa ueen intrusted to .,uno,
good circumstances.
hank seventy years azo Dy .ir.
The marriage with Mrs Fltzherbert
whose maiden name was
Maria Anne Smythe, under the con- was not only morganatic, but, if it
dition that it was not to be opened had been admitted at the time, it
for a long time. It was suspected would have disqualified George from
ascending the throne. Under the act
that the bundle contained many
papers, bearing uion the re- of settlement, passed in the days of
lations between Mrs. Fitzherbert and the Stuarts, the heir to the throne
King George IV, and it was considered was forbidden to marry a Roman Cathnecessary to obtain the permission of olic, on penalty of forfeiting his right
Kine Kdward before the bundle of of succession. Rut it could have had
documents was opened. King Edward, no effect upon queen Mctoria 8 ngui
althnneh infnrmpil of the Drobable to the throne, as she succeeded her
IV.. by direct descent
character of the papers, did not hesi-- i uncle, William
tate to give his consent, and in the from her grandfather, Georgem III., and
iv at
nresenCA of a number of Interested urn iucuuku
persons the parcel was opened, u
AFFECTS
DESCENDANTS
contained the marriage certificate and
NOW IN CALIFORNIA.
other indisputable proofs that George
San Francisco. Cal., Nov, IS. The
IV was actually married to Mrs.
recent disclosure that the marriage
George IV (George Augustus Fred- of George IV. of England, and Mrs.
erick) was king of Great Britain aud Fttzherhert actually took place, is of
Ireland from 1820 to 18:10. He con- keen interest in this country, and pariu California, for tho issue,
tracted a marriage with Mrs. Fi'zher-ber- t ticularly
name of
on December 18, 1785. Two years a son, who adopted the
later, to obtain parliamentary assist- James Ord, whose right to royal
ance for his debts, he allowed Fox to paternity has been proved, became an
deny the marriage to parliament. On American citizen, and was for a time
April 8. 1795. again to liquidate his a resident of this state, 'the late Gendebts, he married his cousin, Caroline eral Ord and Dr. Ord, of Santa Cruz,
It were among his sons, and Mrs. 8. W.
Amelia Elizabeth of Brunswick.
was expected that the papers in Holladay of this city was his daughCoutt's bank would settle a question ter. Whatever else the disclosure of
which has agitated the British public the marriage certificate may o, ft
for over a century, as to whether removes forever the cloud from the
there was issue from the marriage, legitimacy of their descent.
:

rm-lierbert-

ui-urg-u

can hope to rival tbem.
Russia must turn to her Jewish
population for help, after the nation
has soen that parliamentary Inde
pendence alone will not put the coun
try on a sound progressive basis, and
then the Jews will have the battle In
their own hands.

DID MURPHY REALLY D(E

FROM FALLING DOWN STAIRS
Dead Man's Friends Say That Coroner's
Was Not Searching Enough

Inquest

Victim Was Not

ON TECHNICALITIES

DRILLING WENT

Phillips Appears to
Side With Claim of
Railroads.

To Page Brothers of Bisbee, Judge
Ariz , Over Make and

Chamberlain.
NEXT

DENVER

MEETING

PLACE

ATTORNEY GENERAL

COMBATTING

Kansas City, Nov. 18. Judge John
the United Statps district court for the western district of
Missouri, has taken under advisement
the questions raised by the demurring of the railroads to the contempt pronuitiMmra lirnnirht hv the federal EOV- ernment for alleged violation of Judge
Phillips' order restraining the companies from giving rebates. Judge Phillips said he believed the proper place
to Investigate the alleged granting ot
rebates in connection with the Hutchinson salt case was in Kansas, where
the company does business and that
the charge against the Santa Fe of
granting preferential rates to the International Harvester company ought
to be investigated In the federal district of northern Illinois at Chicago.
Milton I. Purdy, assistant attorney
general, in combatting the motions to
quash the information, said: "In a
court of equity relief must be as broad
PRESERVE WOOD AS
as the law. The only redress the govhas is in a court of equity.
YOU PRESERVE FRUIT ernment
Under the powers delegated to the
(government to punish violation of its
The! laws, the giving of rebates by any of
Washington, D. C, Nov. 18
State Department bus received au im - these railroads anywhere along their
subject of Inquiry
portant report from the American con- - lines. may be
sul. Mr. Atwell. In Uouhaiv. France, hen
which, it is expected, will open a
new era of prosperity for the Ameri- DR. GLADDEN'S REMEDY
can lumber industry. The report deals
with he French process of treating
FOR TAINTED MONEY
fresh wood by means of sugar and
heal, which, it is asserted, preserves
Washington. I). C. Nov. 18. The
the wood and gives it the appearance soliciting
of contributions from all
of age. According to Consul Atwell's
members of the church to avoid takreport, specimens of the
money, was advocated
wood have been exported to differ- ing "tainted"
Dr. Washington llladden of Colument countries for trial and word comes by
bus, Ohio, moderator of tho National
from the Madras presidency In India, Council
of the Congregational church,
that sjieelnjens sent there have re- In an address
before the Congregasisted successfully the attacks of the
white ants. This will doubtless bring tional club In the First Congregational
about a revolution in the export tim- church last nUht.
ber trade to tropical countries, ag soft
wood treated by the new process will PLEASING CHANGE IN
replace the expensive teak and eucaBANK HOLDINGS
lyptus that are known to resist the
ravages of the white ants.
F. Phillips, of

7--
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sugar-seasone-
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TIMELY AND IMPORTANT
ASSEMBLY OF NEGROES.
A large
Houston, Tex., Nov. 18.
number of prominent colored men
from all parts of this and other southern states met here today In convention to consider ways and means for
preventing the frequent occurence of
the crime of rape In sections where
there is a large negr impulatlon.
Among those present are a number of
leading colored ministers and educators. It Is expected that an educational campaign among the young colored men will be begun soon. In the
hope that it will have a beneficial effect upon the moral status of the
young nogroes.

New York, Nov. 18.

Clearinghouse

banks, according to today's
bank
statement, hold $2,915,150 in excess
of the legal requirement of 25 per
cent of deposits, against a deficit of
2,4JH.hO(j

last

week.

ROSWELL LEADS ALL
NEW MEXICO TOWNS

S

f

Roswell, N. M., Nov. 18 The
city council of Roswell last night
adopted an ordinance prohibiting
gambling. This Is the first city
in the territory to adopt such an
crditiance.

tlltiltiitttlll t

consulting engineers of the Isthmian
canal commission today declared Itself by a large majority In faVor ot
a sea level canal.
This conclusion was reached after
a long and careful study of the project. Since the beginning of September the board had held meetings and
In special
had studied
the plans for a sea level canal with
the greatest care. A trip to the Isthmus was made to enable the members
to form a better Idea of the physical
difficulties which had to be considered.
The members of the board are men ot
the greatest reputation in their line ot
work. France, Germany, land Holland
sent their most eminent specialists at
the request of the government. From
the beginning U "was evident that &
majority w
in favor of a sea level
canal. Their point was that even if It
should cost more and would take longer to build than a lock canal, it will
ultimately be of greater use, as it will
enable Bhips to make a much shorter
trip than if obliged to go through,
three or four locks. No official statement will be given out before the report of the Commission reaches President Roosevelt, which will be about
January.

HERE ON BUSINESS

HULVEY

4

REVEALED AND ITS EFFECT HERE

For so many years have the Jews
been the commercial leaders ot the
empire that no Gentile competitors

Staggering Drunk at 2:30 0'Clock.

El Paso, Texas, Nov. 18. The drilling contest between Chamberfaln and
Make of Mexico, and the Page brothers, of Bisbee, which was declared a
draw last evening because the former
team struck a few blows after the call
of time, was decided today. In the '
final today, Page brothers won, making
40 and
inches, against 39 and
The latby Chamberlain and Make.
still stands.
ter team's record of 42
The action of the congress late yesSOME FINAL SCORES
IN FOOTBALL. terday, recommending that the execNew Haven, Nov. 18. Final score utive committee select Phoenix, Arinext meeting place, was
at lew Haven. Yale, 23; Princeton, 4. zona, as the
At Cambridge, Harvard. 6; Dart- rescinded today and the. matter was
left to the executive committee. The
mouth, 6.
place will doubtless be Denver. Among
the directors elected are, C. M. Shannon, of Arizona, J. W. Malcolmson, of
El Paso, and E. A. Colburn, of ColoIS
rado.

OLD ENGLISH COURT SCANDAL

Fitz-herber-

NOW UP TO CONGRESS
FOR FINAL DECISION.
Washington, Nov. 18.The board ot

Russia, has Just arThis article, on the problem of the Jews
rived direct from St. Petersburg, where the speclar correspondent
of The Evening Citizen, has been studying conditions as they are,
government
preliminary to the establishment of a constitutional
,
.Other articles, written right up to the moment, and of limltlese In-terest, will follow this one, immediately. Editor.

TUG

YALE AND HARVARD

IN RU88IA,

In

Mar-gherit-

GREAT ANNUAL FOOTBALL

ARTICLES ON TODAY'8 CONDITIONS
DIRECT FROM 8T. PETERSBURG.

THE ISTHMUS

Washington, Nov. 18. The board ot
consulting engineers for the Isthmian
canal commission met today In what
probably will be their last session. It
is expected that a definite vote will
be taken this afternoon. The fhdicar
tions are that a sea level canal wilOF
lie chosen, but the minority, which It
is understood Is for a lock canal, la
fighting with great energy. The mem
bers will vote on two statements ot
minor importance today and then vote
on the project as a whole. Yesterday
the board voted on about twenty
points of no particular Importance,
but which all bad to be considered before the work could progress.

o

SPECIAL

CONSTRUCTION

LEVEL

is

,

The friends of John F. Murphy,
whose dead body was found in the
front stairway of the Oreen hotel
early yesterday morning, are not satisfied with the verdict of the coroner's Jury, which found that Murphy
came to his death by accidentally
falling down stairs and breaking his
neck. They claim that the mysterithe
ous circumstances surrounding
finding of the body warranted a more
investigation
than that
searching
given by the Jury.
The body should have been carefully examined by a skilled surgeon
for the purpose of ascertaining the
true cause of death. Dr. Cutter, the
Santa Fe surgeon, examined the body
immediately after it was found, but
Dr. Cutter only examined the body
for the purpose of ascertaining
whether or not life was really extinct. The doctor testified at the
coroner's Jury that he accepted the
statement that the man's neck was
brdken, which was made by Mrs.
Bailey, who first found the body, and
said that she thought that the neck
was broken because when she lifted
the head It turned easily from one
side to the oilier. The doctor stated
that he did not even examine any of
lue wounds on the dead man'B head.
He felt for the pulse and looked into
the eyes and was satisfied that life
was extinct.
In viewing the corpse at A. Borders' undertaking parlors, some of the
Jurymen did not so much as examine
the wounds on the face, though it
seems that pure curiosity would have
Olio
prompted
such examination.
tilde of the face was literally a mass
of bruises, while the nose bore an
abrasion across it, and there were
several peculiar little scratches under
the chin on the nwk. The wounds
on the face were sufllclent to warrant
They may
a careful examination.
nave been caused by the contact of
the face with the floor, but not likely,
and some of the dead man's friends
are loath to believe but what Murphy
met with foul play, and there seems
to be ample grounds for their suspicions.
Murphy Seen at 2:30 a. m.
There is also much reason to doubt
the theory that Murphy staggered on
tho landing of the stairs and fell to
his death, because, he was deprived of
bis faculties through the effects of
too much liquor.
At 2:30 o'clock yesterday morning
Murphy was In the Hot Hivet saloon
on South Second street. In company
A.
with I'at Casey, a boilerniaker.
Trossello, the proprietor of the Hot
paid
Casey
Rivet,
that Murphy and
were drinking In his place between 12
2
o'clock, and that they left
and
shortly after, when he told them that
he was going to close up. Casey was
the drunker of the two. Neither of
thern staggered.
Casey was seen this morning at the
Ruby house on South First street,
where he has a room. He said that
ho remembered being in the Hot
Kivet on Thursday night and cany
Friday morning with Murphy, aud
that they left the place togetne,,
Murphy, he
about 2:30 o'clock.
thinks, went home, but he doesn't remember what he did himself. He
found himself In a bath house down
town on Friday morning, when he
camo
"to." He remembered that

Murphy had told him that his check
bad a "sinker" on it, and that he had
no money. (Sinker means garnishment.)
Frank Fraccaroll, who conducts a
saloon at the corner of South Second street and Atlantic avenue, one
block from where Murphy was found
dead, says that two men left his
place about 1:30 o'clock Friday morning, both going to the Oreou rooming bouse. One was E. Murray,
pipe fitter at the shops, and a good
friend of Murphy's. Murray is the
man who loaned Murphy the silver
dollar, which was found In his pocket the morning he was found dead.
There was no obstruction In the stairway of the Oreen hotel when Murray
turned in for the night at 1:30
o'clock.
Mrs. J. D. Torllna, who resides directly across the street from the
Oreen hotel, is among those who believes that there was something unusual about Murphy's death besides
the fact that lie fell down stairs. Mrs.
Torllna says that she was up about
2 o'clock Friday morning and heafd
loud talk In the street below.
She
remarked at the time that it sounded
like a drunken fight was taking place.
It was the night after pay day, and
there always had been a large amount
of drunken talk in the neighborhood
in which she lives, on such occasions.
Children living at the Oreen hotel
said that Mrs. Torllna had said that
she had heard some calls for help, but
Mrs. Torlina says that this statement
was a mistake on the part of the chil
dren. She Just heard a number ui
loud voices In the street, but could
not distinguish what was said. In
fact, she did not pay much attention
to the noise.
Body Yet Unclaimed.
I lie remains
of John F. Murphy, or
James Murphy, as he Is registered on
the pay roll at the Santa Fe Bhops,
are still unclaimed at A. Borders' undertaking parlors. Mr. Borders telegraphed to Philadelphia and to a
place In West Virginia, where It was
thought Information concerning
the
dead man's relatives might be found,
but as yet no encouraging word has
been received. The fact that Murphy
received letters under one name ana
signed for his check under another,
brings up the question of his real
Identity. A report has been circulated
that he was under pay from the
but
association,
Detective
there is little foundation for the story.
Murphy was of stocky build, and a
pugilist of no little ability, and thi
Is another reason why It is hard t believe the theory that his neck was dislocated by a fall from the staii.

GOVERNMENT CONTROL
OF TELEGRAPH LINES

IS

AN

OLD-TIME- R

PARTS, AND 8EES
PROVEMENTS.

IN

THESE
MANY

W. H. Hulvey, formerly a

IM-

resident

this city, but for the past eight
years In the private banking business
at Chicago, Is In the city on business
before Judge Ellsworth Ingalls, who
Is located here as special attorney for
the department of Justice, and Mr.
Hulvey will probably have to remain
here several days before he can !
heard by the special attorney. In
1878 and for seVral years later, Mr.
Hulvey was Interested In the cattl
business in the Zunl mountains, with,
his father-in-law- ,
J. M. Latta, who
in those early days was a railroad
contractor, and one of the first builders of the old Atlantic ft Pacific.
Later, Mr. Hulvey was Interested with
A. A. Grant and J. T. Barraclough In
organizing and building the Crystal
Ice company plant on North First
street, of which institution he waa
manager for a couple of years. After
that he left the city, going to Chicago,
where he conducts a private banking
1
imslness at "Nob.
LaSauo
street. This Is his first visit for about
eight or nine years, and in that length
of time he notices a wonderful change
and many substantial Improvements
here.
of

119-12-

RUSTLING

FAIR

COM-

MITTEE AT WOKK
The committee was out again today
and did well. The petition asking subscriptions read as follows:
"We, the uudersiguod, hereby subscribe the amount set opposite our
na,mes for the purpose of defraying the
expenses of the fair of lituti, and paying off the existing deficit. It is, however, not to be understood that the
subscriptions for next year's fair will
be any criterion for future fair
as we have raised them on
account of the extraordinary conditions '
suh-scrltl-

GERMAN

TORPEDO

BOAT

SUNK BY ACCIDENT
Kiel, Prussia, Nov. 18. The torpedo
boat, "S. U'ti," collided last night near

Buelk with a small cruiser, the Undine. The torpedo boat sank and on
of the officers and two seamen arw
mlbsiug. The disaster occurred during maneuvers In Kiel bay.
The torpedo boat division was making a regulation attack upon the Undine, which bad blinded her HghU.
Later, she suddenly used .her search
light, which confused the helmsman
of the "S. 12C," and the torpedo boat
got under the Undine's bow and was
struck,"causlng the boiler of the torpedo bout to explode. It Is believed
that all the missisg men were killed
by the explosion or drowned.

Pittsburg, I'a., Nov. 18. At the
convention of the Federation of Labor
here today a motion was adopted that
be
the United States government
urged to acquire control of tho teleSt. Louis Wool.
graph companies.
A resolution, extending the heartSt. Louis, Mo., Nov. 18. Wool marfelt sympathy of the American Fed- ket steady and unchanged.
eration of Labor to the sufferers in
Russia, and congratulating the Rus'llP
sian workmen on the success of their Uni-id'81
'S
recent strike, was also adopted.

jlds

4

j
method if chixming a coach next yeai.
There are hints that President Nicholas Butler will supervise tho matter
snd will exert his Rrcat Influence to
PaklUbri Dally " Weekly y
work a reform In the great foot ball
becoming disrepiTbt Citizen Publishing Company sport, so rapidly
utable and repugnant to former great
and enthusiastic lovers of the sport.
a PaataAtaa few UwmUaki thrasca thi Columbia's tactics have been found
Mils as aacant alaas mtH4r.
displeasing by Amherst and Yale, and
the )'Oor success of Columbia this season is a si 111 more potent reason why
the t oys should be brought up stand-Ine- .
There Is good reason to suppose
that Columbia will not be the only
cbilp to be reformed in methods, as
there is the same feeling In the colffffeUI Paper of Bernalillo Count) leges and universities as there is In
election quarters about bosses and
MadiM 'ran Mmn Dlipttha.
Iwissism. Tho latter have had to go
City
ClrOulltiO.
Cowtj
all over the country, and foot ball
larfart
td
Tt Lirft New Mtxic Clrrtilatlen.
bruisers will have to follow In their
Largnt NorUiani Arliem Clrculitien
footsteps.
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SPORTING...
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New York, Nov. 18.
The course
f real estate speculation has taken a
decided turn towards dealings in Ixng
Island property, where now, it has
become apparent, there are many reasons to expect that there will be a
sharp demand for houses and lots
from fresh settlers drawn from New
York by hundreds and thousands.
The immense expenditures of the
Pennsylvania
In
bringing
railroad
New Jersey and Long Island into
close relations within easy reach of
the metropolis by the tunnel, and
new lines of roads that it has under
construction, has made Long Island a
veritable hive of busy speculators and
real estate improvement companies.
New Jersey, has been In the business
for a long while, but now real estate
companies have grown up like weeds
on the sandy soil that has for so long
remained unutilized by farmers or
householders, and one can go almost
anywhere on Long Island for nothing,
and be treated like a prince, beside,
while going and coming. Real estate
agents swarm in the railroad sta
tions and In ferry boat houses, beg
ging persons to take free tickets Just
to go down and look over the local
ities where great suburb cities are on
the way to be built. Luncheons are
provided and carriage rides are free
.as the air. The usual financial meth
are
od tor carrying the property
provided with first and second mortgages, and the new buyers become
members of building and loan associations, and grind themselves down
to each month make the stipulated
payment. The newspapers reap rich
profits cut of the craze, as their advertising columns are most lavishly
used in extolling the merits of the
new suburb. Auction sales with brass
band accompaniment, still further enliven the sepculation.
The demand
Tor house sites or houses already
built La fully up to the expectations,
and soon half a dozen or more young
cities will spring up into full fledged
being. A great syndicate in whlc;i
large Philadelphia capitalists have Invested, has gone into business, and
the time Is not far distant when Long
Island will have a population of enormous proportions.

Driver With Nerve.
Driver Frank Masterson has nerve
and cool skill that excited the admiration of a street full of spectators,
when he skillfully guided through a
crowd of friRhtened persons, fleeing
lilther and thither, to escape the maddened animal, a fleeing horse that had
taken the bit between its teeth and
rushed down Broadway at a furious
speed. Masterson was able to' guide
the horse, although not able to check
Its speed, pull as hard as he might,
and so he directed him down Broadway, then Into a side street, then Into
Fifth avenue, and finally Into Madison Square Park, where he steered
liim twice around the lawn. Finally a
mounted policeman got control of the
panic stricken animal and brought
blra to a slop, but the brave and skillful Masterson had kept him from
striking only one hapless cab, whose
driver was thrown out with a fractured shoulder.
Reform In College Football.
Tho attitude of the Columbia foot
ball advisers gives token that there
will be a new schedule and a new
SHIFT.
If Your Food Fails to Sustain You,
Change.
One sort of diet may make a per
son despondent, depressed and blue,
and a change to the kind of food the
body demands, will change the whole

Jimmy Kelly, the New York, lightweight, will try to get a match with
the winner cf the Oardner-Sullivafight, which Is to take place In 'Frlsx
next month. Kelly has fought, three
draws with (Gardner. Kelly nan also
challenged Battling Nelson at 13G

pound.

ALBUQUEkQUE, NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

y people who are

$100,000

"Ncccessary to Your Prospeirity'

e

d

Co Loan
Money
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

J

"

Wes-terfeld-

MERCHANT

CITY.

criminal capture of Importance
was made by the sheriff's office here
Saturday evening, when
Benjamin
Duarte and Amtonio Gonzales were
taken into custody, says the Silver
City Independent. They were arrested on telegraphic advice from the
sheriff of Graham county, the charge
being murder. As soon as Sheriff
Farnsworth received word that the
men were wanted, he started a search
for tnein .and Saturday evening, they
were located by Deputy Jose M. Mou-te-- ,
Jr., and locked up. Deputy Sheriff Guy Hobbs, of Graham county,
reached Silver City on last evening's
delayed train and left at once with
the
isoners.
Mr. Hobbs stated that the men were
wanted for the murder of a Chinaman,
"1 bad beeu brought up from childhood with the idea of suceei ding my commiued at Clitton on the night
of the !tth. It is claimed that they
father."- - Hyde.
sab they killed one Chinaman and
wounded another, and It was from the
"I bud expected to make life Insurdescription lumisbed by the latter
s
ance iny life's liii.-iHyde.
thit directed suspicion against them.
"My salary was rai.-c- l
lo flue. ',,111 I'otli prisoners deny the crime.
u
ear." Hyde.
Liquors, wines and cordials the
Hyde let ti c i at out of the bag ill finest line in the city. All goods delivbis testimony in u number of sensa- ered free. Ernest Meyere & Co., 110
tional tilts, unci proved to be the star West Silver avenue.
witless of he Investigation committee. Charles K Hughes was the chief
inquisitor.
A

.

Allen's Lung Balsam
Will poHitively Cure deep-seateCouplm, Coliln and all BroiU-hiu- l
t roubles )ut relief by other inetiim.
d

If

1.00. ,r0c.

and

2oc..

jur bottlo.

UPSTAIRS,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Time:
One
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re
main in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.""
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.
PROFESSIONAL

Stfrf..f.t...

CARDS

!t9

OVER

Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

mail.

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. ao Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. ra. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mail.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Account
Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicits

New

At.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue,
M.
N.
Prompt attention given to, all
business pertaining to the profession.
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United States
land office.
Ira M. Bond.

A

SANTA

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

F street

32

N. W., Washington,

E. W. Dobson.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHSA S. RAYNOLD9

President
President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

f

J&LOURNOT
ik
FRANK McKEBJ

a .Vice

R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

D. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

lands,

M

V. 8. DEPOSITORY.

J;$

i?

Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Autfcorixed

Crom

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

500.000.H
$250,000.00

6nta

Fe Railwaj Company'

John H. Stingle.
.
Suite 16, N
Arraijo building, Albuquerque,

ATTORNKY-AT-LAW-

T.
N. M.

ARCHITECTS.

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

Walling-ford-

,

rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
46-4-

The State National

Civil engineering,
surveying and
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
matic 'phone 740.
CONTRACTOR

CAPITAL;

tioo.ooo.o

DEPOSIT9

AND BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second
street, Albuquer-

que, N. M.

r....2M,000.W

We have nad a very satisfactory growth since the eatablisfctneat
of our bank. If you are not on ot our customer, w should lik
an opportunity to how you our auperior facilities.
O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

PHYSICIANS.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
U

con nor"7"md

c. h.

VL.U

RFLIABLE"

L.

?.

RUTNEY

WHOLESALE

Albuquerque

Carrie

G. 8. RAMSAY,

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
the Largest and

Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
iuia,nuAU avujinuk

Pre.

R. O. STOLL, Secy.
Library building. East Railroad

0

ESTABLISHED 1878

Osteopathic physician and surgeon
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
successfully
diseases
Office in Barnett building.
treated.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
FALL TERM.
Busines College Opens
September 4, 1905.
CoursesBookkeeping and Penman
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Drawing.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
For particulars, call or address

0

D. A. McPHKRSON, Tie President.
ROY MCDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

8

D7 O.

Monday,

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

D. F, McCrolling.

oooeooyooo r
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

ave-

nue.

ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
REALESTATE.
REAL ESTATE.

Brig'Hter Than Ever
That's the case with your business,
wiih your city, when , you make
a display with

Electric ILights
The time to make a display with lights is when the greatest number
of people can bo attracted. That time is now, because now the holiday season is approaching and buyers and shoppers are most active.

H. B.

GILCHRIST.
Real Estate and Insurance.
Money to Uian.
215 West Railroad Avenue.

A

HELPERS.
What's the use of a helper, if
he Isn't willing? Willingness Is
an amide mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of scrv- Ice. But a classified advertise- nient in The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that Is not only
absolutely competent, hut also is
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It Is tho best
and most economical publicity In
the world.
WILLING

RHODESIA ENTERS SOUTH.'
AFRICAN CUSTOMSiUNION.
Capetown, Nov. IS It luts been

announced that Northwestern Rhodesia will enter the South African .Cus"T)rip, drip, drip, oil eveiy where",
toms 1'niim on
1st, next,
witli the same status as Basutoland better cook with aafe gas.
and the Bechtinanaland Protectorate.
One effect of this will be the adoption of the Customs Union preference
ND CURE the
on British goods by this territory. It
LUNGS
Is further stated that articles 14 and
1" of the Customs Convention will apWITH
ply to Northwestern Rhodesia. These
articles contain technical provisions
which are Inserted to meet the re
quirements of Southern Rhodesia.

KILLtmf COUCH

Dr. King's

Discovery

Nov

0NSUMPTI0N

NOTICE.
This is to notify the merchants that
I will not bo resiKinsible for any debts
contracted i,y my wife, Mrs. Bertha
Conley, t'ri.ra this date.

Tlhey Bring Results
The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light & Power Company

VE

jj RCJPPF

FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT

At Consistent Pricts

Ili3, or WOJXLl

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

CU:.

4

TO

BAP K OF COMMERCE

203 W.

atlroad Are.

.1. C. HATuDRIDGK
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

Bureat and Uuickeut Cure for cdi

OLDS

AT NIGHT
A SALE.

You surely have your windows lighted- - if not, you should. You use
them for display in the day time, why not add to their value many
times, by attractinu ix'ople at niyhi? Not expensive.

I'HRDMlN.WIl.t
11M9 PilVT
..
- vover more, iooks Desx, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

OUGHSand

1

Price
60c $1.00
Free Trial.

GOOD DISPLAY

WILL MAKE MANY

Tf

O. BAMBINI.

E. CONI.KY.

and

o,f

SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W. J. Johnson,
Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh
J. c. Baldridge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

LAWYER8.

Mi' merr-hflninllnftno cYir,,, ij
stairs over No. 20!t West Railroad ave
nue, wnere i solicit the patronage ot
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
i ne specnic
impaired,
i use win nor
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Givrt me a trial.

.1.

Gmmta

-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

BAM-

I!tn5.

fr

and Unsurpassed Facilities.

IJank- of

DENTISTS.

NO. 209 WEST
O.

frfrfr.fr.fr

.fr-.f-

With Ample Mean

TAILORING

RAILROAD
AVENUE,
BINI, PROPRIETOR

Novcu. !..T

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On

Dut-ton-

e

Montezuma Trust Co.

Citizen Want Ads, Fwriraislh, you
it
and addresses

j

'

!

of the man who fhouid be working for you?
of the man win would gladly lend you money?
(if 'lie n.:ri .vtio ncnld like to buy your horss?
of tho man who would buy an .Interest in your businc?.?
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?

house-kcepe-

:i

18, 19C5.

-

Articles of agreement for a
U7Q
fight have been
signed by
In ETiamraes
"Honey" Mellody and Jack O Keefe
N
The contest will
of Chicago.
':?.
p f ce .it S;.nkam Wash., on t' j iiight
cf ov. 21.
.'as. ,J. 'login,. tb
li'inou: W"
tackle, will probably suc( eed
Candidates Used Automobiles.
as coach of the No' ih westOne of the most interesting features
WANTE&
of the election campaign Just closed ern University foot ball team..
WAN TKi
a (iining room girl at the
will conch no more alter this
was the free use that was made of the
t Olumbits hotel.
automobile by candidates and cam- year. Hogan is coaching l'hlllips-lixeter- . WANTKU Clean rags,
inquire a
paign workers as they made their
The Citizen office.
When Battling Nelson met Dan
rounds. There were an almost endfhree palutera, highest
less variety of new ways and means Cupid In an unlimited round bout the WANTKU
wages. C. A. Hudson.
of carrying on the campaign, most of Dane was groggy In the first round
which had never been dreamed of be- and showed signs of distress until a WANTKU A girl to help with cooking and house work.
fore; but the use of the automobile short arm jolt over the he.rt Bent,
315 South
Third street.
discounted all others. Speakers liad him to the mat for the count. The
no difficulty in reaching from six to Dane's wonderful staying qualities WANTKU Two "or three furnished
eight meetings In a single night, sit- scorned to have deserted him, and inrooms for light housekeeping. Ad
uated In wftlely scattered localities, stead of side stopping, countering or
dress. P. O. Box 73, city
the autos speeding from one to the ducking, he stood up like a slob and WA.NTKIV-I'ositio- n
r
as cook or
other with ease. One candidate made went down like a lobster. The crowd
family
good
a
in
American
a fifty-fivmile run; another finished applauded when he was counted out.
Address, A. B., this office.
John Jacob Astor is said to hold
six speeches In one night, finishing
Gentlemen s second-hanbefore 11 o'clock; while a third prac- one automobile record. He has iJ WANTKU
clothing. No. 615 South First street
tically traversed a large section of motor cars In his garage, which are
south of viaduct. Send address and
His annual expense
Manhattan, then crossed over to worth flOfl.oofl.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Brooklyn, and finally reached Stat en for maintaining them, including chaufWANTKU Dressmaking. I am preIsland with a tug, and made an ex- feurs, fuel and storage. Is $15,000.
pared to give first class work at
The fight for loxlng Is to be contended tour In another of the autos.
reasonable prices. Satisfaction guarSome used only one auto and others tinued In Chicago, and it will be carReanteed. Mrs. F. E. Shelly, 212 South
took them In relays, and accomplish- ried to the polls, In necessary.
A mo street.
ed more In one night than, they could cently pettions to permit boxing
were circulated, and 20,000 sig- WANTKU
Energetic, trustworthy
have done In several nights If dependant upon horses. And the candidates natures secured. Mayor Dunne turned
man or woman to work In New Mexico, representing large manufacturall expressed themselves as delighted down th petition. Sixty clubs are Ining company. Salary $40 to $90 per
at the delightful character of the terested In tho effort to secure boxtrips, what with the excitement, the ing privileges.
month, paid weekly; expenses adAn Invasion of foreign biiliardists
sense that they were getting there in
vanced. Address with stamp, J. H.
good shape, and the general dash of is being planni'd in Paris. If it goes
Moore, Albuquerque, N. M.
the tours, which were never the same through. Marva. the Spanish expert:
"'male HELP WANTED
in incidents, but were continually pre Cure, the Frenchman; Vignaux and
Men to learn barber trade.
And, won- Sanchez will cross the ocean to meet WANTKU
senting fresh situations.
,
Moler's System College, Los Anderful to tell, the autos Were on their Slosson, Schaefer and Hoppe.
geles.
who is now playing In Paris, will
good behaviour, never depriving the
voters of the exquisite delight of come back with the visiting players,
SALESMEN WANTED.
If they make the trip, to play against
dumping the candidates.
Experienced calendar
SALESMAN
them.
and noveliy salesman, 1906 con(Jus Ruhlin ha posted $."00 In New
Onion for Pneumonia.
tract. Eagle company, 12 Dutch
A place over in Jersey, the little York to fight any man willing to
New York.
street,
town of Washington, has had so much cover the amount for the heavyweight WANTED Salesman
for 19u6 by
pneumonia, that it looked for and dis championship. Kuhliu says Hart has
wholesale Jewelry house to sell their
covered a poultice that the citizens no claim whatever to the title, and
line of jewelry to general trade In
declare cures pneumonia. It is the that when Jeffries retired he left the
New Mexico. We offer special inBoard of Health that recommends the ring without a heavyweight champlom
to merchants
ducements
which
paste, so it has the flavor of official- According to Ruhlin the championship
makes sales easy. High commisity an well as of onions, which, form- Is open to all who wish to fight for
sions, permanent position. Departing a principal Ingredient, make them- It, and he has posted his money as
ment olivine Dearborn street, Chiselves known at once. Other health an evidence of good faith.
cago. III.
Robert Carrot hers, the former base
boards are spreading the same tidings.
FOR RENT
Here Is the remedy: "Take six or ball pitcher, and afterwards hmplre,
ten onions, according to size, and Is said to be dying nt his home in Des FOR REN"T T.argerTuTnisbed 'f ron
"
chop them up fine, put in a large spi- Moines, la.
room, over postofllee.
The playing of Kckersall In last TO RENT One side of store room,
der and over a hot fire; then add the
same quantity of rye meal and vine- Saturday's game at Chicago, added
at 209 South Second street.
gar, enough to form a thick paste. new laurels to his already enlarged
RENT One nicely furnished
Stir thoroughly, letting' it simmer five crown of glory. His most noteworthy FOR
room. 214 South Walter street.
or ten minutes. Vhen put it into a feat was the drop kicking of a goal
line. The gridiron bOR HENT Furnished rooms; no in- cotton bag large enough to cover the from the
vailds taken. No. 203 West Tljeras
lungs, and apply to the? chest as hot has produced no more worthy repreavenue.
as the patient can hear It. In about sentative than this brilliant little
rooms for
FOR KENT Furnished
ten minutes apply another, and con
housekeeping. Large and airy. 624
As Preident Roosevelt's eyes wantinue by reheating the poultices, and
In a few minutes the patient fvill be dered river thi Stundav finortln? nnffes
West Railroad avenue.
out of danger. This poultice Is re he noted the following arguments for' FOlt hfcNT
Apartments In Park
ported to have worked' very success revised foot ball rules: In the Pennsylrooms each;
Vlew terrace, eight
vania-Harvard
game "Parker, the
fully In the town of Washington.
H.
modern equipment throughout.
crimson center, was disqualified for
H. Tilton, room 19, Grwit block.
slugging, and again in the second half, FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Broadway Girl and Cat.
A big throng at Eighteenth street Sheble, of Penn. was removed from
room
employed, nice furnished
and Broadway was Intensely interest the game for striking another player
Board if desired, in private family
ed in the performance of a pretty In the face." Canton, O., contributed
208 North Arno street.
young lady and a cat, a very pretty this: "Hershey and Winbigler were
rooms, By
young lady, indeed, and a very small put out of the game for fighting, and FOR RENT Furnished
day.week or month; also for light
cat. The cat was staggering from for a while n peneral mlxup seemed
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113
Meadvlllr, Pa., shocked
weakness when it came upon the Imminent."
West Iad avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
scene, so weak that it fell just be th.3 spectators by "playing one of the
propriet ress.
fore the young lady came tripping rcusliest games of the reason " Two
OR SALE
along, clad in stylish gown of perfect lives were lost Saturday, and one rib
fit and 0 costly material. The young was broken, besides numerous minor FORSALE NeWr
brick"cot
lady did not hesitate for a second, injuries sustained by players.
tage. M6 South Edith street.
Hugh Nlchol, the famous ball playbut traghtway reached down and
RENT OR TRADE List your
picked up the very small eat, and put er, has sold his interest In the Peoria SELL.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
it Inher muff. With a piece of silver club, and will retire from the game
South Broadway.
she sent a aewslioy after some milk, to Invest his money in private busi- FOR
SALE OR TRADE A good busiand when he speedily returned, slie ness.
ness for city property. T. L. McThe turf war at New Orleans has
and he knelt down by the wall, and
Spadden, 300 South Broad wav.
she held the bottle, while he curved lost considerable of its picturesque
his pudgy and begrimed hand Into a and lurid features since Ed Corrigan FOR ,SALE 54 acre ranch. In good
stale of cultivation; a drive of one
cup. Ami the small cat's benefactor has withdrawn.
hour from Albuquerque.
Address.
John McCiraw last week spiked the
iield its head down so that it could
D., care The Citizen.
lap up the nectar, purring all the rumor that he was going to sever
while as though it had Just struck a connections with
the New York FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
cat's paradise. Quite unconscious to Giants by affixing his signature to a
new, at a bargain.
this little group, a large crowd had contract to manage the team for three
For particugathered, quite filling up the side more years.
lars, call at this office.
Wisconsin's share of the gate re
walk. Somebody suggested as a io- BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
Ilceman came up on the run, that the ceipts of the game with Minnesota
young lady had been Injured, and he was $13,20(1, tho largest sum ever re TO EXCHANGE Good improved 'city
property for vacant lots. T. L.
rang up an ambulance. The ragged ceived by the Badgers for a foot ball
300 South Broadway.
boy then constituted
himself her game.
knight. "Aw, g'wan," he said, "you
Dick Cooler Is still trying to get McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
rubber-necks,See him for business exchanges.
and by the time the the Topeka, Kan., franchise in the
300
South Broadway.
ambulance arrived, the tender hearted Western league. It all depends on
girl, the small boy, the still smaller whether the circuit Is to be enlarged
FOUND.
cat and the muff had boarded a car. to eight clubs.
A pair of spectacles in case
The riding of Danny Maher, the FOUND
l pon identification
of same and
Jockey, has taken a nig
payment for this ad they will be reJAMES H. HYDE AS A WITNESS American
slump, and Wheatley has passed the
turned to owner. Apply at this ofAmerican In winning mounts.
fice.
PHOTOGRAPH
TAKEN
WHILE
LOST.
INSURTESTIFYING
BEFORE
IMPORTANT CAPTURE
LOST OR STOLEN Female, brown
ANCE INVESTIGATING COMMITspaniel puppie, 4 months old; finder
TEE.
OF TWO CRIMINALS
will please leave word at H.
cigar store on Railroad
TWO MEN, CHARGED WITH MUR
avenue, or t'i()7 Mountain road.
DER,
ARRESTED AT SILVER

thing.
A young woman from Philadelphia
says:
"For several years I kept In a rundown, miserable sort of condition, was
depressed and apprehensive of trouble. I lost tiesh in a distressing way
and seemed in a perpetual sort of
dreamy night mare. No one serious
disease showed, but I be "all over
sickness' "was enough.
"Finally, between the doctor and
father, I was put on Grape-Nut- s
and
cream, as it was decided I must have
nourishing food that the body could
make use of.
"The wonderful change that came
over ine was not, like Jonah's Kourd,
the growth of a single night, and yet
it came with a rapidity that astonished me. During tho first week I
gained several itounds in weight, my
spirits Improved, and the world began to look brighter and more worth
while. And this has continued steadily, till now, after the use of Grae-Nut- s
for only a few weeks, I am perLouis Gia.'iam,
f the iidliaiu liloo.'
fectly well, feel splendidly, take a
lively Interest in everything, and am eabxm, who recently returned from
i n trip, bad
a changed per.-u-ii
in
eery way." an extended
the
yeslii'da.v to Siriu his uukle,
Name given bv Homuiii l'n.. P.atile
will be confined to f!is
and as a
Mich.
f reek,
h .line for scleral weeks.
There's a reason.
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RAILROAD TOPICS

kg

Pictures
t that Detroit mans
the only bidder, statue of sat an show it really does
company
has a line of auto look like the devil.
last nlgtit were from a few minuitsias this
nomies running over tne route ana
to a few hours late,
ran carry the mall to a much better
A story Is In circulation here that advantage than any competitor.
the Santa Fe and Southern Tacific
roads will unite In the building of a NEW SANTA FE AGENT TO
itilon depot at Los Angeles.
AM

tralni from the east

WARNING f

mid west f will most likely be

TAKE CHARGE

31

NEXT WEEK

PACK

Today's price,

new houses now building
in the Eastern Addition.

down,

$10

v

.

150,200

$100,
$1

THREE.

per week.

SOILB IN THE LAOT FIVE MONTHS

210

Auditor J. P. Mitchell, of the Santa
Fe Rallwav system, and his assistant
The resignation of II. S. I.utr.. as
J. E. Uaxter, of Chicago, passed Santa Fe agent at this point, which
through New Mexico en route for Los was announced by The Citizen pome
Angeles.
days ago, will probably take effect
next week, when T. E. Purdy, for
0. D. nuzzell, foreman of the Santa merly agent for the road at 'Okla
Fe car shops, accompanied by Mrs. homa City, Okla., who has been ap
Buzzell, has gone to Chicago for an pointed to succeed Mr. Lutis, will take
to relatives
and charge of the local station. Mr. Hits
vlsi
extended
friends.
has not as yet decided where be will
go, but it Is very likely that he win
Master Mechanic I. C. Hicks, of the be transferred to California, where,
Santa Fe shops at this point, left last on account of 111 health, he Is very
night for a trip of Inspection to Gal- desirous of going. He has been In the
lup and Winslow. He will be gone employ of the Santa Fe for over fiffor several days.
teen years, and Is recognized as one
of the best station agents In the em
,T. H. Rlehl. of the Santa Fe secret
nlov of the company. It Is said that
service, with 'headquarters at Pueblo, there are a score of stations from
Back Seat.
Taking
Colo., arrived In the city from the which Mr. Lutz can take bis choice.
night
spending
a
Is
and
north last
A ml one of the ballot boxes was
few days here on. railroad business.
found In a barber shop. Maybe that
I
DR. KRAFT KILLED
accounts for McClellan's close ahave.
1. J. Custer,
of the
storekeeper
BEAR
A
BIG
a
enjoying
lines,
Is
Santa Fe coast
Also it sliows how he was cut.
visit from his nephew. Harry Custer,
man
young
of Norristown, Pa. The'
And won by a hair.
RETURNS FROM HUNTING TRIP
will remain In Albuquerque fry sevIN 8IERRA COUNTY WITH MANY
eral days,
"Every time I take a couple of
TROPHIES.
drinks I start to talking."
with
Scarborough
D. C.
connected
re
Dr. E. J. Kraft, the dentist,
"Yes, and every time I take a couple
the general offices of the International turned to the city this morning from of drinks my wife starts to talking."
& Great Northern railroad at Pales- a hunting trip of five
weeks, down
Lucky thing those Russians haven't
tine, Texas, was a visitor In the Capi- in the Black range of mountains in
differtal City yesterday, viewing the
Sierra county. New Mexico, In com thought of tying them to the tracks.
MASTER'S SALE OF THE ALBU-- '
. PENITENTIARY BIDS
ent historical points of Interest.
pany with Thomas Davy, of this city,
QUERQUE OR
8ERNALILLO
Edna Wallace Hopper has lost a
aud Dan Catlin, the famous bear bun-te- r
COUNTY LOW LINE IRRIS. B. Grimshaw, assistant to the
of the Black range. The doctor suit for a fortune, but as she drew Santa Fe, N. M., November 16, 1905.
GATION DITCH AND
president and general manager of the brought back with him the pelts or a one for breach of promise her press
Sealed proposals will be received by
APPURTENANCE8.
atH-P- r
i
Santa Fe Central, left for Morlarty, ,
hear and a erav wolf.- agent isn't worried.
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
where he went to superintend the clos and a flne palr ot Aeer antlers as trocommissioners at the office of the In the Dlstilct Court, Second Judicial
"Can you run a typewriter?"
,ing of that station, which will be dls phies of the hunt, and says that the
superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m.,' District, Bernalillo county, Terri"Yes, for a day or two, but after on Monday, November
continued until some time in me tu- Black range of New Mexico Is the
27, 1905, forj tory of New Mexico.
tu re.
greatest game country In the south that she generally runs the whole
furnishing and delivering at the New The Shutt Improvement Company,
west
owner, and Charles F.
original
Mexico penlteutiary the supplies herePaymaster Frank Diebert, of the
The doctor killed his bear on last
Waugh,
Assignee
thereso
much
and Trustee, Plainmentioned,
or
inafter
intoxicated
Ind.,
Peru,
become
has
Santa Fe Central, has returned to Thursday, after a five hours' chase,
may
sufficient.
as
deem
board
tiffs,
of
the
over,
CYmie
on
to think it
cider.
headquarters at the territorial capital when the party came upon four silver
vs.
Payment fof said supplies will be
after paying the employes along the tip bears on Taylor creek. After one nothing but a hog could get drunk on made in cash. Delivery of all sup- The Albuquerque Land and Irrigation
cider.
for the had been killed by Uatnn, the
line. In all he distributed
Company, Defendant.
plies except perishable articles must
month of October to the employes of
three showed fight, and put Jim Corbett Rays he Intends to play be as directed by the superintendent.
Public notice is ereby given that,
the road about $5,000.
the bunters up trees. Harrassed by Bill Sykes
Samples will be required of all arti- nnder and by virtue ot a final decree,
prove
can
he
to
Just
the dogs, the three bears soon depart
and duly made and entered In the above
cles marked with an asterisk,
T. Candelarlo, an employe In the ed, leaving the three hunters up in There's some kind of punishment
for the man who demanded these should be labeled, showing the cause on the 9th day of January, 1904,
Santa Fe shops, suffered an accident their lofty domiciles. The men scram coming
name of bidder, price, etc., and must naming me for such purpose, I, the
recently while at work, which re- bled dow n, aud mounting their horses the proof.
be delivered to the superintendent not undei signed, will, at 11 o clock, a, in.,
sulted In the los of two fingers on they overtook the bears after about
on the 22d day ot November, A. D.
did jour theatrical venture later than 9 o'clock on said day.
"How
the left band. As a result, he is three hours of bard riding, coming up end?"
ac
strictly
in
1905, at the front door of the Ber
must
All
made
bids
be
lay-off
of several with them Just as they were crossing
forced to take a
"Oh, It might have been worse. We cordance with the conditions on blank nalillo county court bouse. In the old
weeks, which he will spend In San a deep gully. The doctor got in nis had nothing
by
proposals, which will be furnished
but one night stands"
town ot Albuquerque, N. M., offer for
Bernardino, Cal. He left last night, work, as bruin scaled tne opposite
"Didn't you have a single run?"
the superintendent on application; no sale, at public auction, to the hlgbest
accompanied by bis family, for that side of this gully. The hide is
run
"No, the nearest we bad to a
bid otherwise made. will be entertain- and best bidder for cash, all of tne
point.
beauty.
was a walk back."
ed. A bond will be required from right, title, estate and interest In tne
The hunters were camped about
all successful bidders for tbe faith- Albuquerque Land and Irrigation conv
V. R. Stiles, general passenger agent thirty-flve- miles from Falrview, SI
Had to Be Pretty Cold.
ful fulfillment of contracts within ten pany, which, existed to It on the 27th
of the El Paso & Southwestern system erra county. Dr. Kraft was absent
J. D. K.'b question, "How cold must days after date of award:
day of June, A. D1900. at 4 o'clock
has just Issued to all agents of the from the city about five weeks.
it be to be twice as cold as two de50,000 lbs. flour.
p. m. of said day. In and to tbe Alburoad a circular calling their attention
grees above zero?" has been answered
5,000 lbs. beans.
querque or Bernalillo county Low Line
to the equipment of the "Golden State
Every Ounce You Eat.
satisfactorily to J. D. K., who writes:
1,000 lbs. oatflakes.
Dltch, and all of the same, both the
Limited." and the change In time, Every ounce of food you oat that falls "I don't care how cold it must be. I
1.000 lbs. rice.
finished and unfinished portions therewhich became effective the 13th ot this to digest does a pound 01 harm.
supposed anybody could answer the
30 c,Ts laundry soap.
of, and all ot the land, materials, franThe equipment of the new turns the entire meal Into poison. This question. But the answers don't satmonth.
50 lbs. black pepper, whole.
chises, water rights, dams, reservoir
other-MosreadAnything
train Is as elaborate as it Is possible not only
isfy
some
E
lb. sites, bridges, flumes, gates, sluices,
deprives the blood of the nec
500 lbs. K. C. baking powder,
to make It.
essary
material, but It ers. P. B. N for Instance, writes:
cans.
water ways, rights of way, embankoncentigrade
"Absolute
the
lero
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is
6 cases California fruits, asorte
ments, property, and appurtenance of
degrees
273
below
Is
thermometer
TORRANCE-ROSWELMAIL
L
a perfect digestant. It digests the food
every kind and character belonging to
6 cases canned corn.
regardless of the condition of the zero, therefore. If J. D. K. means the
200 lbs. laundry starch, bulk.
and appurtenant thereto, said ditch
ROUTE NOW SEEMS CERTAIN stomach. It allows that organ to rest Fahrenheit
thermometer,
twice as
600 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
and right of way being entirely in
zero
is
degrees
as
two
cold
above
25 cases roasted coffee.
and get strong again. Relieves the
what was formerly Bernalillo county
265.7 degrees below sero. If he means
4 barrels syrup.
and a part thereof being In what. Is
GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR DEEMS Belching, Heart Burn, Sour Stomach,
two
cold
centigrade,
as
as
twice
the
Heart,
100 lbs. baking soda. l's.
'known as Sandoval county since creBIDS FOR CAR Indigestion, Palpitation of the
IT ADVISABLE
asero
degrees
degrees
137.5
Is
50-labove
cans. ated, and the remainder thereof being
2,500 lbs. lard compound,
RYING CONTRACTS ARE ASKED, etc. Sold by all druggists.
below zero."
boxes.
180 lbs. tea,
In said Bernalillo county, and extendH. L. T. writes that the correct an
5 cases matches.
ing southward along the foot hills on
The visit of an Inspector of star BORING FOR WATER
eight
zero,
degrees
swer
below
and
Is
lye
2 cases Greenwich concentrated
the east side of the river from the
mail routes over the automobile line
must
a
Insist
ADDITION
others
dozen
half
TERRACE
it
that
IN
cans.
head gate thereof In the Rio Grande,
between Torrance and Roswell, which
degrees
zero.
below
be
I
four
1 gross scrub brushes.
near the pueblo of San Felipe, a dis
was chronicled by The Citisen at the
1 gross brooms.
tance of forty miles more or less to &
time the visit was made several weeks DRILLING OF TWO WELLS WAS
A full llne of liquors, wines and cor 1,000 lbs. dried peas.
point at or near the Isleta railway
ago. Is about to bear fruit. The in
COMMENCED TODAY, AND THE dials. Family trade a specialty.
Er
1 case corn starch, l's.
'bridge of the Atchison, Topeka
spector reported the project feasible,
WATER WILL BE IMPOUNDED nest Meyer & Co., 116 West Silver 2,000
lbs. dry salt bacon.
Santa Fe Railway Company, some ten
and the matter has progressed so fas
IN IMMENSE STEEL TANK.
Avenue.
1,000 lbs. corn meal.
miles south of the City of Albuquertoward becoming a reality that the
b. Las Cruces tomatoes.
6 cases
que, all as said franchises, water
government has advertised for bids
Work was commenced today by the
temper-testeitching
Any
Is
a
skin
75 sacks granulated sugar.
Tights, ditches, rights ot way, and
Terrace Improvement company on the The more you scratch
for the carrying contract.
worse it
1 case salmon, 48's.
other property as described, desigThe advertisement calls for a dally sinking of two wells In the Terrace ad- Itches. Doan's Ointmentthecures plies,
60,000 lbs. fresh beef, prime quality, nated, known and set forth upon and
service each way, Sunday Included, dition in tbe southeast part of the eczema any skin Itching. At all drug
necks and shanks excluded.
In the legal papers, maps, plans,
The mall Is to leave Roswell at 1 p. city. The drilling is under the super- stores.
1 doz, pint bottles vanilla extract. sketches, profiles, and so forth there
m. each day and reach Torrance no vision of A. L. Swanson, representing
1 doz. pint bottles lemon extract.
reof, now on file In tbe
later than 10 a. m. the same day. It the American Well works, of Chica- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
300 lbs, red chile, ground.
office, for said County ot
corder's
ls to leave .Torrance at 4 a. m. and i go, which company furnished tne driu-reacThe board of New Mexico peniten- Bernalillo, particularly the large blue
Roswell no later than 12 o'clock I Ing apparatus.
H. E. No. 6769.
reserves
the print maps and amended maps and
tiary commissioners
Anontvllnir in Manager M. P. htamm.
Tha jin.ni, l 11ft mlL.a Tho
Department
Of
of
Land
Interior.
the
right to reject any and all bids.
profiles thereof, filed' In said office
bidders must accompany their bids two wells will be sunk to a depth of
Oc
fice
New
Mexico,
Fe,
sup
Santa
at
In submitting bids for above
under date of January 19th, 1899, Ocwith a bond of $10,tu0 to make K about 3w teet eacn. ine water irum
31,
1905.
on
tober
plies, bidders should write plainly
23rd, 1899, and January 8, 1900.
tober
these wells will then be lmiiounded
worth pnnHlrlemtlon.
folgiven
hereby
Is
Notice
that the
"Bids for respectively, made by P. E. Harroun,
The Roswell Automobile company in a steel tank capable of holding 60,- - lowing named settler bas filed notice envelope the following:
suunlies for the New Mexico peniten find reference to which are hereby
OoO gallons, which tank will be erected
of his intention to make final proof tiary." with the name or names of made, for a
MASKED.
better description of the
ed in some convenient place near the in support of bis claim, and
said
that
bidder or bidders, to avoid the open property, I will at such time sell, or
wells. Tne water will be pumped Into proof will be
probefore
made
the
ing of same by mistake.
so much of such property as Is suffi
tne tank bv means of electric motors. bate clerk at Albuquerque, New
An Enemy Masquerades as Friend.
By order of the board of New Mex cient to satisfy tbe lien, damages,
the nnuer fur the motors to be SUD- - ico, on December 5, 1905, viz., MexGertt seemed almost increuium to iuo Hed fr(m a llne running tfrom the trude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco, ico penitentiary commissioners.
costs and expenses of sale, which will
H. O. BURSUM,
lady who writes from Clintonvuie, eie0,ric light plant.
amount on said day, and when tbe
county,
deceased,
Valencia
the
of
for
Superintendent. matter Is concluded, to the sum of
Conn., that coffee caused the physical
Several car loads of pipe have al- - S
SEVi, NW4 SEVi, SW14 NEtt.
Samples may be sent separately $13,915.20.
ailments from which she had so long rea(iy arrived, which will be laid to of
12 north, duly marked and numbered, to the su
township
28,
section
suffered.
And further notice Is given that I
the various lots in the .addition. The range 7 west.
perintendent.
In such cases the real cause is oueu , water nant wm j,,, Very complete,
will, Immediately after said sale,
following
names
witnesses
He
the
tile one least auopected, ami one s- and will furnish an adequate 6upply to prove
to the purchaser or purchasers
his continuous residence
Son Lost Mottter.
proper conveyances In the premises,
loth to believe that the masK or irieuu- . f.,. the needs of the addition
upon
land,
of
family,
cultivation
said
and
"Consumption runs In our
ship has hidden the face of a relent-and make due report to the court of
Tne resl,it 0f the operations now In
Bautiste Koweralsneh,
and through It I lost my mother," tny doings, In accordance with the e
progress will be awaited with more viz., Juan
less foe.
Me,
Powto,
and
Jose
Harmony,
writes E. B. Reld, of
"1 had suffered much for years from tnan ordinary Interest, as they
wui
aforesaid.
Mex- "For the nast five years, however
nervous troubles which finally so at- - demonstrate the value of the electric ico. Alonza, all of Iaguna, New
W. E. DAME,
or
Cough
a
sign
of
slightest
on
was
the
system
my
a
whole
pump,
Special
in
that
Master to make the sale.
win
predicted
focted nie
which it is
MANUEL,
R.
New
OTERO.
King's
Cold, I have taken Dr.
B. S. RODEY,
run down, I grew pale and emaciated few years result in the reclaiming ot
Register. Discovery for Consumption, which
KLOCK & OWEN,
and had to practically give up domes- the vast domain of the arid belt.
,
lung
trouble.
has saved me serious
Albuquerque, N. M., Attorneys for
tic duties. Tbe doctor did his best for
Unselfishness
for
Man's
was
a sad loss
His mother's death
me, but after two years faithful minPlaintiffs.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
great
as
is
But
as
lung
often
woman's.
Mr. Held, but he learned that
istration was compelled to admit ibat
Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub trouble must not be neglected, and
be had done me no good. I almost
was
Ind.,
not
lican,"
Leavenworth,
of
how to cure It. Quickest relief and A TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS
Notaries Public Appointed.
of ever being any belter.
The following notary public ba3 unreasonable, when he refused to cure far coughs and colds. Price 50c
"September, 19u, will never be fortbe doctors to operate on his and $1.00; guaranteed at all druggists
gotten bv men. for it was in that been appointed by Governor Miguel allow
Big Book House Failed
wife, for female trouble.
"Instead
- A.
Coppertoii,
Trial bottle free.
U.
Skeed,
'Flora
Otero:
emancipation,
accoiumy
month that
STOCK MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE
he says, "we concluded to'try Electric
pushed through the use of Postutu Valencia county.
New Tailor Shop.
AT FROM 10 TO 50 CENTS ON
Hitters. My wife was then so sick
Postoffice Established.
Kood Coffee after I had entirely quit,
A. J. Morelii, the well known tailor,
could hardly leave her bed, and
THE DOLLAR.
she
at
al-established
poMofflce
A
been
has
I
shall
commenced.
old
the
kind,
(5) physicians had failed to re- has reopened a tailor stiop on North
ways remember the date with grati-- j Brownborn, Roosevelt county, to be five
THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICES.
miles lieve her. After taking Electric Bit- First street, where he is ready tc
served from Langhorne, 10
Hide.
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can clean, press and repair ladles' ana
Our
I.ate copyrights were $1.50.
"My improvement was a cause of to the south. Allie Montgomery was now perform all ber household du gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
price 38 tents. List includes "The
reapupiiited postmaster.
incredulous
wondering almost
customers
solicit
former
Patronage
by
druggists
of
all
Guaranteed
ties."
Christian," "Call of the Wild," "BrewArticles of Incorporation.
joicing, to, not only myself but my
ed.
"Tbs
ster's Millions," "Oraustark,"
The following articles of Incorpora- price EOc.
friends as well, so rapid aud so great
Castaway," David Harum," etc. Enwas it. I positively feared it would tion have been tiled in the office of
cyclopedia Brittanica, 10 vols., half
not last. My nerves quieted down Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
leather, regular $36.00, our price $7.75.
The Keystone Live btocK company,
and became steady aud firm, the old
Charles Dickens complete works, It
headache that used to follow any ex-- Incorporators are C. E. Piatt, H. H.
vols., regular $15.00, our price, $2.95.
Sand for Book about "Motherhood."
tra exertion ceased to trouble me. my Matthes. Philadelphia; Thomas W.
Special.
Xma
WORLD'S BEST
Are vou to become a mother f If to. do you ielit
weight Increased and soon became Hanna, I .amy,, and It. H. Hanna,
mraw'
POETS. Shakespeare, Longfellow and
tbe great amount ot sunenng in'
than ever before, my mental ta Fe. The principal place of
.
n imd in unrtfruo. tne Dain inev nv in oe
48 others.
i""
Full
I.e Luxe edition.
grew more active and accurate ness is In Santa Fe, New Mexico,
leather, padded, pure gold edges, regcould do snything to relieve mai pain quiu jv,.
and the fresh glow came back to my and the principal agent of the
woman,
u
ana
iiw
do it t You are a ienttnie
ular $1.50; our price. 70 cents each.
renewing the complexion of pany is Thomas W. Hanna, with ofwould then read carefully every ocd.
I flees
Every book guaranteed to be new,
at 235 :54 San Francisco street
hualthv girlhood.
or your
perfect and satisfactory,
"I canuot tell you bow glad I was at banta te. The amount of the capital
money back without question or quibthe splendid change that Postum stock is fixed at $50,000, divided iuto
bling.
wrought in my couditlon, nor how I 5,im" bbares of the par value of $10
Practically any book or set of books
prize it for the good it continues to do each, with the number of shares taken
U liniment so potent that i' will greatly leeeee the
you want at a fraction of the retail
auffarina of anv case of labor, no matter how ditfi- me. We were out of It a week or so by each stockholder as follows:
price while they last. Get our free
Thomas W.
not long ago and used tbe old kind E. Piatt, 1.499 shares;
Ni more suffer
bargain list before ordering.
dream: without It. a nialiimar
of coffee instead for several days. All Hanna. 1.499 shares; H. H. Matthes, 1
ing, no more needleni cares, but one peacetul Ideal
Save 50 to 90 per cent on Christmae
my bad symptoms began to return to share, and R. H. Hanna, 1 share. The
molherhoodwvouraif vou win l" open your eye.
books.
trouble me, aud It seemed like an old objects of the company are to deal in
For external use. tA to sdmineter, and
Write for It today.
friend buck again when I found the ranches of all kinds, stock, farms, timA word to the
wonderful in retultt
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO.,
cup of Postum once more smoking and ber lands, manufacturing limber pro"
sell
It
diuegia'S
at
All
Fiienl
Chicago, III.
Dept. 4.
fragrant, on the board. It is food and ducts, buy and sell animals of all
1
o
iA
$i.oo vet oottle
We end out book, " Mother
trink to me." Name given by Postum Kinds, deal in real estate, and conhood," free, U you aak for i
One o' the nicest places In the city
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
duct a general merchandise business,
is the pool hall. No. 115 West Railas well as a geireral live stock busiThere's a reason.
DflADFIEin REGUIAIOR OO..
road avenue. Call and enjoy
Atlanta. CtRead the little book, "Tbe Road to ness. The term of existence of the
company is fixed at fifty years.
WelM'K"" - r1

advance 4lhe price of all
tlhe lIL&sterai Addition, south
of TrmlWll Avemae

Monndlay Noojm we will

lots

am

IP,

liL

'

(3

1L

IC

See tlie man witH tne w Elite Horse on tne ground Sunday
morning', between 9 and 12 o'clock.
SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners - - HO 5. Second St.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

National Bank
First
Territory
at
of New Mexico
la the
of
9th, J905
November
close
the
business,
at
Alfaoqtf erque,

RESOURCES.
$1,316,334.16
Loans and Discount
34,321 J4
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
20Q,000.00
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
100,000.00
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits
9,000.0
Premivms on U. 8. Bonds
37,322.60
Bonds, securities, etc.
38,500.00
Banking House. Furniture and Fixtures....
25,000.00
Other real estate owned
Due from National
Banks (not .reserve

agents)

154,357.15

Due from Stat Bank and Bankers
Due from Approved Reserve Agent

84366.63
847,888.72
1,132.19
105,875.00
1,137.52

Check and other Cash Items
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels and Cent
Lawful Money Reserve In Bank, viz:

'

Sped

1114,046.00
61,009.00

notes

Legal-tende- r

N,

165,055.00

Redemption fund with U. S, Treasurer (5 per
cent of circulation)

10,000.00

t

tissue-bulldlnf-

e

LIABILITIES.
$ 200,000.00
Capital Stock Paid In
60,000.00
Surplus Fund
Undivided Profits, less Expenses and Taxes
48,19538
Paid
200,000.00
National Bank Notes Outstanding
294,14333
Due to other National Banks
91,68037
Due to Stat Banks and Banker
1,171,20231
Individual Deposits subject to check
946,060.25
Tim Certificates of Deposit
4,673.99
Certified Check
28,587.00
Cashier's Checks Outstanding
58,47235
United States Deposit
37,768.93
Deposit of U. 8. Disbursing Officer

10-l- b.

3-- 1

Territory

:
of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo,
bank,
Frank McKee, Cashier of the above-namedo solemnly swear that the above statement I true to
the seat of my knowledge and belief.
FRANK McKEE, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me thl 14th day of
November, 1905.
.SAM'L PICKARD, Notary Public.
Correct Atteet:
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,
M. W. FLOURNOY,
H. F. RAYNOLDS,
Directors.
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Mother's Friend
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$3,130,78431

Total
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$3,130,78431

Total
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To All Wbom It May Concern:
provisions
In
f am. of
1Qn! 21
?f
warn all per- N. M. of

H7
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padHing wnuw
. carrying
.
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continuation of the
under penalty of the law,
or 30 to 60 days in Jail.

"f fence

No. 6968.

St

of his Intention

to make final proof
support of his claim, and that said
proof will bs made before tbe probate clerk at Albuquerque. New Mex
ico, on December 6, 1905, Tlz., Juam

lern

l,y a

E3.

I'tment of the Interior. Land Of- flce at SaAl
New Mexico, Octi.pr o, iq(,K '
Notice ta hereby given that the tot- lln 1.una menj.
IaJ uuutv
nr0
' b nnmn
unujcu Cmr
ovui:

-

11

biiol .1 ruub uur

lanus .urruuuu.u.
body of water known as the
pond," being under fpnee; bounded on
the east by North Fourth street, on
the south by the road to Ias can
rines, on

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

NOTICE.

MhS

ValeI

New Mexico, for tha 8
to $100 county.
NWU, NV2 SWU. section 28, township
12 north, range 7 west.
KOY YOTT.
He names the following witnesses
E. F. COBB.
to prove his continuous residence
By W. 11. Cobb, Attorney-in-Facupon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
Are
Free.
But Few
Alon.a and Toodorj Fowtu,
' ltisenta
But few people are entirely frfeu from all of l.agiina, New Mexico.
Indigestion at this season of the year.;
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Register.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is not only the,
best remedy to use because It digests
what you eat but because it also enCULINARY WRINKLES
ables the digestive apparatus to as
similate and transform all food !nto( Revfed, up to date, by a practical
Kodol relieves nBtructor. Tng
blood.
now contains
sour stomach, heart burn, belching, V8iuable
useful to every
recPes,
and all form of Indigestion.
housewife. Chaflns dish cookery.
soups, delicious boullUons.
... mi- - national ailment, dainty
tea,
etc. Visit the demonstra
beef
h
in
national
ni,)!,,,
D...j..i.
W
' '
uuiuutft 1 I. ! HHIU"
extract ot beef, at
Armour's
of
tion
stomacn
strengthens
cure for it. It
lady In charge
our
store.
Ask
the
digestflow
of
promotes
rneml.ranes,
how to get a copy of this book, aad
blood,
builds
the
purifies
ive Juices,
w'nile there try a cup of delicious
you up.
beef tea of bouillon. It's all free, with
our compliments.
GOLLtN RILE DRY GOODS CO.
$50

t.

tissue-buildin-

g
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Nasal

CATARRH
Id all Ita atagm.

Ely's Cream Balm
clfin'. cotlieatil lirala
the
11

iii'ad

mt'inHrain.

turn catarrh aril ilr

aur

a cold iu ttiti bi'dd

u11Ui.lv.

I r am llaliu la blacwl imci too mwtrila.aprfaiU
over tha niuntiraiie an i aoj.irln'd. Uei.rf i

ai.iiacarf.ii

U"t tirixlucc utKiiii;.
or by piui! ; Tri.il
!.
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BKOTHKI:. W
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hif, j.i
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V,r-- a

dryin- at 1'r
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Nature Needs But Little.
Nature needs only a Little Early Riser
now and then to keep the bowela
clean, the liver active, and the systom
free from bile, headaches, consttpa
tion, etc: The famous little pill
"Early Hisers" are pleasant In effect
and perfection lu action. They never
gripe or sicken, but tone and strengthen the liver uud kidneys. Sold by J1
druggists.
away th
A fine place to white
hours at the pool hall. No. 116
eC
Railroad avenue.
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Address to a Turkey on
November's Arrival

Published Dally and Weekly

By

EN1NG CITIZEN.

ALliUQUEKOUE

PAGE FOUR,

The Citizen Publishing Company
Business Manager

President

Want
to Drop a
Hint

Joe Lincoln, CaH Cod Ballads.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 8. STRICKLER

XKCK000COOCKCKOC

SENSE
PICKWICKIAN decidedly
tininy

Hey, you swelled tip turkey telle;-- !
Ktruttin' round so big and proud,
Pretty soon guess your boiler
Won't be goin' quite so loud.
Say, I'd run and bide,
bet yoq.
And I'd leme off calln' some,
Klse the choppln' block II get you
Don't yon know November's come?

in
Albuquerque Aftermath I
Hist
a
Having
figures.
It has a second ftddlo without
one, fur all the world like the n.Vro farmer who. dissatisfied wiih the yield of the outside row In his cornfield, decided that In the future he would have no oiit-ldrow.
Ion't you know that (Irnmlma's makin'
Then, too, It tries to make the impression that The
Ixiads of mince aud'pun'kin pies?
Citizen
though
The
itself,
of
is
edition
a
second
Citizen
you stllell those goodies cool;in'
Don't
ia published twelve hours in advance of the Aftermath,
Can't you see 'cm? Where's your eyes?
abroad
news
at
homo'
and
of
creum
the
gives
and
the
Tell that rooster there that's crowin'
on the day when the events happen, while tho morning
Cute folks now are keepln' mum;
j'aper of necessity conies along tho next day with Its
They don't show bow fat they're grow in'
kimmed milk largely diluted to give It bulk, and In the
When they know November's come.
caso of tho Albuquerque Aftermath, especially, much of
emindistinguishable
from
It ao stale as actually to be
'Member when you tried ter lick me?
balmed beef.
Yes you did, and hurt me, too!
Another instance of its idiosyncrasy In the matter
Thought 'twas big ter chase and peck tin
assertion
In
was
shown
its
figured
recent
of facts and
Well, I'll soon be peckln' you.
that for Its diluted skimmed milk of a telegraph service
Oh, I know you're big and hearty,
R pays $50 per week; while Its own figures show that It
So you needn't strut and drum
pays but $13. Another Instance of this frenzed figuring
Better make your will out, sinarty,
Is
assertion
Albuquerque
Its
Aftermath
part
of the
on the
'Cause you know, November's come.
yesterday morning that "the Journal every morning
cpeaks to practically all the people of New Mexico."
"Cobble! gobble!" Oh, no matter!
The use of the word "practically," In the quotation Just
Pretty quick you'll change your tune;
is
it
asserted
again
same
In
where
the
article
made and
You'll be dead and In a platter.
representhat "New Mexico will be practically without
And I'll gobble pretty soon.
tation" in the next congress, shows that "practically" In
F I was you I'd stop my puffin.
each Instance was used In a Pickwickian sense, to cover
And I'a look most awful glum,
But to show the connection of this
the merest 1ob1).
Hope they give you lots of stuffln'!
use
Pickwickian claim with the Aftermath's inability to
Ain't you glad November's come?
figures, The Cltlien need but refer to the fact that recently the New Mexican stated that the average Issue
of the Weekly New Mexican Review, sent through the
postoffice, "exceeds that of the Optic and the Journal
combined," and the New Mexican offered to prove the
This statefact by reference to the postoffice officials.
ment the Albuquerque Aftermath has never been able
to gainsay, finding it more congenial work to stretch
Us blanket and Jle under Its shade. In tlie grotesquely
Idiotic assertion that It practically reaches every mornThere were two little "want" ads side by side in a
But then some
ing all the people of New Mexico.
papers are Just naturally weak in figures and facts Just New York newspaper.
One told of a Job for a telephone girl at $1 per week,
s they are Weak in diluted and stale telegraphic service.
and It brought 100 applicants.
The other offered $7 a
week for girls to work in a factory, aud not one applied.
What a comment!
Before the New Orleans Board of Trade, yesterday,
One reason why there Is so much poverty in the
Prof. Hugo R. Meyer, of the University of Chicago, world is that there Is so little good sense.
We invite
brought out the following interesting facta, though one the girl from the department store to spend the evening
need not accept the use which the professor made of and we pass the one from the factory by.
She Is all
them as an argument against national control and pre- right, of course, nice and pretty and lady-likand Jolly.
vention of discriminating and rebating freight rates:
But you pass her by.
You can't blame the girls who
"The more efficient the railways become the more do seek Jobs where the toll Is not menial.
The world In Its
they enable the distant producer to reach the distant intense Ignorance has caused this great harm.
It Is
consumer.
But at the same time they arrest that afraid of honest dirt and calloused hands, and while It
growth In values, and Impair that monopoly of supply- grows eloquent over the dignity of labor it Insists that
ing the market, that depends upon an efficient system of the hired girl must be taught her place and weeps tears
transportation.
To .Illustrate, when the railways be- of disgust when the son of 41ie family falls in love with
came so efficient that the grain of Kansas, Nebraska, the respectable, virtuous girl who works in a laundry.
Minnesota and the Dakotas could be carried not only The world Is full of Bnobs and some of them live in
to the Atlantic seaboard, but even to Europe, the value palaces and more in cottages. They are
of land for wheat raising purposes declined from 25 to unwise, unkind and they are making life hard for those
60 per cent In New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio.
In noble women whom we call "working girls."
England, Scotland and Ireland, the aggregate value of
the farming land declined from $10,000,000,000 In 1874
ooooooooooooooooooooo
Tin- -

1
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Story of Two Want Ads
and Causes of Same

0OC0CK0000

WORK OF RAILROADS

e

to

la

$5,000,000,000

1894.

"Again when the railways became so efficient that
milk was carried daily into New York City from points
417 miles distant, the dairy farmers near New- York
City found that a sharp limit was set not only, to the
price of milk, but also to the value of land used for
dairy purposes.
Still again, when the Mobile & Ohio
railroad opened to
the belt of land, 272
miles wide, lying between Verona and Mobile, the truck
farmers nearer St. Louis found themselves exposed to a
very unwelcome competition.
"When the grain from west of the Mississippi river
was poured Into the Atlantic seaboard territory, the
farmers of New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio demanded
that the rates on grain from their states andt from the
states respectively, be adjusted on the
basis of relative ditances, in order that there might be
conserved to New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, 'all the
natural advantage of their geographical location as comi
pared with the
country.'
But there
was at that time no interstate commerce commission to
arrest the growth of wheat raising west of the Mississippi for the purpose of protecting the wheat Industry
east of the Mississippi."
.

truck-farmin-

g

Women Warned Against
Those Beauty Fakes
,

..

lii"sr"iinrr'Aj"t'---

cmicauci

Tar

We
you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we ar now making

2

.

$3.00 to $6.00

piece Suits, from. .$4.50 to $7.50
Blouse Suit, from . .$4.50 to $6.50

Special Prices
On the Following

$12 Refrigerator
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

piece Suits, from

3

Boys Overcoats, from. .$3.50 to $9.00

$9

.. .$6.75

$8
25c
20

k

never deal

I

Decorated Haviland China, at
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry 8eta
25c
35o Glass Water Pitchers
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
65c
SOe Steam Egg Poacher
40o
$12.60 Buggy Harnes
$10.50

In

trash. It'

noth-

ing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothe for a boy,

M. MANDELL1
The Clothier and Furnisher.

Albuquerque
OOOOOO0OOO9O
Hardware
i
Company

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

00CC
rHE

AVE.

Every Instrument which finds a
place In our salesroom has been tested
and found true. We Invite lovers of
good musjc and prospective piano buyers to look at cur high grade CHICK
BROS, and BUSH & LANE Pianos.

Samuels' Attractions

Geo.

us.

PRESENTS
Three Nights, Commencing

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER

rd

mm?

Magnificent
THE GREAT
Special
Scenery
CONSPIRACY
and
Effects.
Heart interesting romance of Wall
street and New York life.
a
Is an original
of intense interest, with beautiful stage
settings and a strong vein of comedy,
illuminating the piece from beginning
to end.

NOVEMBER
Special
Scenery.

LEARNARD & L1NDEMANN

CmJ'

THE SQUARE MUSIC

WISE

"eautllul

DEALERS.

206 SOUTH SECOND

funny

cpmedians and pretty girls. One IXXXXIXXXTZ XXX XXXXXXXXXXX
laughable situation follows another,
inunnu niim iiwrnv mmu
inn
and each stroke of wit becomes wit- " Lunuun ulud Litem
'
M
STABLES
FEED
tier.
Aw G tirrn A
On1 Ufa n nnl t 1
Is always successful because the
t3r,vuu nun
vui uci
iTiai4tidvc.
is
company
kept up to the .highest
standard of excellence.

X
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THE

American

Farce

Comedy

People.

II

Hour.

C GRANNI3, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red
Dav and Night Hack.
Mexico
Albuquerque,
New

MAN FROM

'

trans-Mississip-

Intel-llgen-

-t

farce comedies. We positively carry
a complete scenic production.
Seat on tale at Matron's Wednesday, November 22, at 9 o'clock.
Prices 50c, 75c and $1.
A splendid lunch, steaming hot, and
with the season's delicacies, will be
served at Zeiger's cafe tonight. Yon
are invited.
Fret-- lunch at the White Klephant
tonight.

Carries

the United

M. BERQER

rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at B a. m. For
particulars, address W. I- -. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

HOUSE
IfTHL 3T H1L
FURNITURE,
IRON

Woman's Foolisn Fears
and Admirable Courage

XXXXXX000XXXX00000000

panic-stricke-

1

panic-stricke-

n

ARMIJO & CO.

Special Sale

Auto Phone 601.

Every Saturday.

to

Santa

REGULAR

3T

Easy Payments

S

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

121 N.

Third Street

Time, Labor
and Monoy

well
F"e Restaurant

wnrarera

3tlL

Goods Now Arriving

Furnishing

Gent's

BEDS,

ART SQUARES,

self-contr-

ANTONIO

i

Installment Plan

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.

000)0000C 00 O00000000
THE NEW YORK FAIR

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

114

States mall;

only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

CHRISTMAS COOKING.

The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, It has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so deglrahle in a family

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
That Funny

2

STREET.
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WOMAN

Coctumes.

G

Take advantage of our REMOVAL SALE.

now.

v

&yitH

A

ER-IN-

They speak forthemselves-Vumln- ts

melo-dram-

FRIDAY,
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SELLING OF HIGH GRADE
Is not an experiment with

MEXICO
An Ohio girl Is suing a Chicago beauty doctor.
She As produced In
XXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
yearned for plump cheeks and got them.
They turned New York city.
A laugh a second. It Is a refresha rich purple after the doctor had completed his work,
ing and gratifying departure from the JEMEZ HOT SPRIN6S STAGE LINE
and now she Is a fit subject for a side show.
style of
stereotyped and time-wor- n

Some would say, "Serves her right." Walt a minute.
For ages woman has been encouraged to believe that
good looks were the most important thing for her to
They were her stock In trade, with which
cultivate.
to purchase a more or less desirable husband in proportion as she possessed and was able to utilize that
stock.
So her energies were sent out of their normal
channels in a frantic pursuit of beauty, with varied and
entertaining results.
There is a certain sort of beauty chuKing that is all
right.
Marvelous results may be accomplished by
persistent physical culture, by diet, and by P"bcare of the person.
But pationt sacrifice and
are the price of any good thing.
And the same
Said the New Mexican of yesterday: "According to
a dispatch from Washington this week, President Roose- impatience that leads the man to the
velt in his annual message will recommend that Okla- schemes leads the woman, in her imperious determinahoma and Indian Territory be admitted as a single state, tion to be pretty "right this niiute," to unscrupulous
and that New Mexico and Arizona be given a few more beauty sharps who promise to accomplish the impossible.
years to grow until they are admitted as states. While
XK0X)XX0XKXXXXX)XXXXXX0XX
this Is not exactly what New 'Mexico has been led to
expect, yet it is better than a forced union of New Mexico and Arizona, against the will of their people. Given
until the census year 1910, New Mexico and Arizona will
astonish the states by the ratio of growth maintained
. during the present decade.
Only yesterday, a bulletin
of the census bureau announced that the products of the
manufacturers of New Mexico have Increased to almost
$6,000,000 a year, an increase of 40 per cent in five years.
The claglng of the bell of a passing fire engine caused
In population, agriculture and other lines, the growth a woman in a Chicago theater to spring to her feet with
bas been and is, still more phenomenal and by 1910, this a cry of "fire" and start the audience, moHtly women
territory will have outgrown in population and wealth and children, in a stampede. Some may be ready to
few more of the sleepy old states of the east and even say this was Just like a woman, always ready to lose
tome of the hustlers In the west. Just as in 1900, it. had her head at the slightest cause. But did you never notice
left behind it the states of Nevada, Wyoming, Idaho ana that in the scares and stampedes it is the big men who,
Delaware."
This may be very satisfactory to those who bellowing like terrified bulls, thrust the women and childo not want statehood at all or do not want it for years dren out of their way or remorselessly trample and crush
at least, but It is not at all satisfactory to those who them under their feet? Men, Inordinately brave when
want statehood and want It right at once. Then, too, no danger Is near, may laugh at women's foolish fears.
if it Is so certain that to Join New Mexico and Arizona It Is a stock Joke.
But fortunate, Just the same, is that
Into one state would be "against the will of their peo- audience of women and children which in case of stample," where would be the danger or the outrage In sub- pede has no men in it, to rush blindly for the exits,
mitting such union to the votes of the people for their striking and pulling and kicking all weaker ones out or
acceptance or rejectlou?
their way.
by
When this Chicago audience was
Senator N'ewlands of Nevada, says an exchange, pro- the cry of fire, it was a woman's calmness brought them
poses that railroad taxes, like railroad dividends, shall back to their senses.
It was an actress, engaged In her
be fixed by congressional action, once and for all.
He part on tho stage, who, though the fire signal had been
proposes a tax on gross receipts as a method which has given and all behind tho scenes were arranging them
the advantage or simplicity and Jutice. Uross tarulngs selves for the proper exits, cast her eyes aloft for signs
tr r1 ail Qrtrl thuu a ta a fnii Iriilnv
rtu titiit i
t ttiu i n . of a coutlagruuon, looked at the spot lights in the bal(lit ion of the business.
Senator New lands proposes that cony, sAept thu entire theater with a quick glance aud,
this revenue shall be collected in the form of a franchise convinced that the alarm was false, signaled the stage
tax, under the authority of the nation Itself, and then hands not to lower tho fire curtain, stopped to the front
divided among the several states' upon some equitable of the stage and, without the least emotion showing in
basis.
Railroad taxes, now amount to about 3 per cent her even voice, quieted the
and restored
of the gro.--s receipts.
He would take this as a starting order.
point ami gradually raise It to 5 per cent, where it would
The courage of woman, more frequently exhibited
permanently remain.
Thus the states would receive than Iter foolish fears, la maguilicent beyond understand
upon the average tlti per cent more than now, without ing.
We need no Helen of Troy, or Joan of Arc, or
Betty 7ane to leach us that women, in spite of their
the expense of collection.
tiniidit). can be divinely brae. The humblest of mothThe Albuquerque Aftermath is still sore out the ers, though quickly thrown Into an agony of fear by the
fact that The Citizen was able to secure a letter and illuta of her child, yet lias b fi her the courage and the
photograph from the Russlau premier. Count
and the calmness for a igil of long days aud
Witte.
Hut don't le cast down, neighbor.
Ioiikc!- ni.uhis. which would cast a man Into despair. The
The Citizen will
them to you, and you may print them.
Tims. ihi will coinage oi woman lias inspired man to many a noble
not lie much further behind The Citizen in this nutter inde.nor a'id tieliievenn itt that before seemed futile and
1han you usually are behind The Citizen in priming t tie hopeless.
So, take heart and cheer up, old iii:im.
eurrent news.
Eli Becomes Personal.
That Norway did not decide in lavur of a republic
iJeii'l luijjel; tho outsiile merchant who advertises
Instead of a limited monarchy Is certainly to be regretted, in yunr local paper Is more entitled to your trade than
though lis choice was tho second best which It could the local man who sends bis job work out of town and
have made. Then, too, this country, the greatest
does not carry auy "ad" in your home paper. The local
o' lb world, ha Tecpritl rtr!entpd
shameful b man who goes into his own cloister Is as much entitled to
r'ord of thievery and corruption In politics and business be a'lowcd to remain there as is the mail order houe
that Norway no doubt had little inducement to try the which does not advertise through jour lucul p:t:er for
'
rimcnt of a republic.
j our business. Martinet New s llerubl.

18, 1905.

Offer to supply

for American
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About the boy' clothing question.,;
The boy who is clothed her will
wear better clothe and he'll wear
them longer than he will If his
parent are not particular about
where they buy.

1

e

SATURDAY,
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Th saving of ttm mana eewfwt
. Thm
The aavlnf of lator
my. AM
saving f mny
the saving can baat k MtaliMd f
Installing

MEALS, 25 CENTS.

Service a la carte. Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

mn

IN

t

SEASON.

Under Savoy, Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

PENINSULAR RANGE
and owt they cost no more. In qMlly tfcoy ar
uperlor. In durability t hey laat longer. Ona-thlr-d
better than
any other. You ar mot oordlally kivited t xmino mpmi
In dollar

THANKSGIVING NUTS
Direct shipment, new stock.
Jumbo Almond, lb.
Jumbo Pecan, lb.
Jumbo Filbert, lb.
Jumbo Brazil, 13.
They are largest and finest
nut we ever saw; call and
inspect before buying.

25c

USINGER

SAUSAGE

Fresh shipments by express
every week.
Gothaer Cervelat, l)...rtP-Sala- mi,
lb

UUU

Frankfurters, lb
Brauschweiger Leber- wurst, lb
NORWAY
Small,

Exclusive agent
SealsMpt Oyster

icate.
Put up In
small brick, price
per pound
ORIOLE

MAMMOTH

EREL A jumbo
size, each . . .

I5G

hP
I UU
lift

I UU

in.

Prices

In

Plain Figures Q3Q and Up

Old

itvM

THE McBRAIN

taken at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205 Gold Ays.

"40 c

BLACK EAGLE LIMBURGER
A fin
old limburger, scien
tifically cured, soft and mel
low. Put up in two
bricks,
pound

20c

pound

I

MACK

OC

MACKEREL
good I
but

stock, each

BLUE LABEL MINIATURE
CREAM CHEESE
Mad of
pure cream, very rich and del

AibMl!erqiLe

Foundry and

Machine Works J

HALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Bras Casting:; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Shafting,
Pulleys, Grade Bar. Babbit MeUl; Column and Iron Front for
.

Building.

$tmpalr on Mining and mill Mmehlnory m tpoolalty
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
Albuquerquo. N. at.

ORIOLE CROMARTY
BLOATERS
ach I R 0
U
one labeled , 2 for

J

FRESH SMOKED
A

TONGUE

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

new lot Just received.

The only
date city market
the southwest

Kastman Kodaks and T'litonraphic Supplies
Fine Stationery. Huyler's a i.owney s Candles
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

up-to-

0.

A. MATS ON & COMPANY

BARNETT BUILDING

205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

0

0
4

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

ALUUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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THE EVENING CITIZEN COVERS THE FIELD THOROUGHLY
DURING THE WEEK OUR EMPLOYES REST ON SUNDAY

page rive.

Low Priced Selling of Fall Dress Goods
30"- -h

OF NEW
FALL DRESS
GOODS. FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS
A SALE

SNEAK THIEF CAUGHT

RESIDENTS

DESIRE MORE SPECIFIC

JT.m

Perfecto Perez Held to Grand Motion of Defendants in Cal- Petition Signed by Majority!
Property Owners to be Pre
edonian Suit Will be
Jury For Burglarizing
sented to Council.
Heard Next WeeK.
a House.
.
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ME
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(i.iutaUons received i'v T.
Co., coi it spoiulent fur l.o-:i-
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SUIT

THIEF

CASE

CASE

CONVICTED

COMES

UP

DElEMBtR 4

MAY ALSO PAVE

FOURTH

B.ilt iiiKire

-

MfCnR
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n

Hiyan. Burnett building.

lall

I

Ohio
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Counsel for the Santa Fe railway
company and the Colorado Fuel & Iron
company, defendants in the famous
Caledonian rebate case, who applied to
the court several weeks ao asking
that It Issue an order upon the
tiff, the Caledonian Coal company, di
recting It to tile a bill of particulars
in its damage suit, and which order
was made by the court, have filed another motion before Judge Abbott asking that the bill of particulars to be
filed by tho plaintiff be made more
specific.
On the other hand, the Caledonian
Coal company, through its counsel, Attorney N. B. Field, has filed a motion
with the court asking that the Santa
Fe company and the Colorado Fuel &
Iron company produce certain books
and witnesses figuring in the case.
Judge Abbott has set November 23d
as tne date when arguments will be
heard on these motions. At this timet1
Robert Punlap, of Chicago, represent-- !
Ing the Santa Fe, and D. C. Beaman,
of Denver, chief counsel for the Colorado Fuel & Iron company, will be in
the City to appear, together with W.
B. Childers, for the defendants In the
case. The hearing of the case is set
for December 4th, or some time soon

1107
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To all women who conalder the data
of Dre.. Goods, the time of year, and

above all tha

.

50if
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I'm-irt-

Kem-penlc-

Visit our store and see the following
Great Values:

Gounod

oooocooooo o oo toooxoo
An Open Letter
To Our Patrons and Friends

Harris

Three excellent plays have
Great Con'Th
leen provided:
spiracy," "The Man From Mexico,"
and "A Wise Woman." The former is
a
a
of the better class and
is an exjiose of the dishonorable methods employed by some of the great
oil magnates of Wall street to defraud
a young farmer of Ohio, who has discovered oil on his property. The
story Is told in vivid style and is fascinating In the extreme. "A Wise
Woman," a farce comedy, played by
the complete company, Is brimming
over with merriment and mirth, and
Rememis truly a merry entertainer.
ber the date, November 3, 4 and 5.
visit.

melo-dram-

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR RENT Nicely furnished cottage flats, two and three rooms, $10
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norrls,
624 John street, east and of viaduct.
Turkey, with oyster dressing, sweet
potatoes, cranberry sauce and cocoa-nu- t
cream pie at the Columbus hotel
for SunUiiy dinner tomorrow. Don't
miss a fine Sunday dinner, which can
be had for twenty-fivcents.
e

Deputy Sheriff
recovered from a
by a severe cold,
for tho north en
with the sheriff's

J. A. Montoya has
brief illness caused
and left last nihi
business connected
office.

We have entered Into a contract with Mr. George W.
Hickox, agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, Including stock, fixtures, and good wld, January 1, 190fi.
ODe strong feature cf our agreement with Mr. Hickox Is
that we promise to reduce our very large and complete
stock to the lowest possible point before that date and
with this end in view, we will begin, Saturday, November
OUT SALE to continue until
4. a SPECIAL CLOSING
December 31, ut which time we positively retire from the
Jewelry Business, having arranged to go Into the manufacturing lumber business In British Columbia.
Our business In Albuquerque has Increased steadily
year by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
iiext two months, to cut out the big end cf our profits
and to give you such a genuine bargain sale of really
Fine, High Grade Goods, as has never been rffered In
our city.
We Invite you to make your selections now and avoid
the rush of the December trade. We have ample vault-rooand will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
011 are ready for them.
We have been in the Jewelry Business 2t years, ana
have never yet advertised a fake sale. In this sale we
in Diamonds and Fine
will offer you rare bargains
Watches. Every sale will be backed by my personal
assured.
guarantee. Mai! orders solicited and sa'

Choir.
"My Heavenly Home,". . . .Proctor
Quartette.
"The Radiant Morn" ...Woodward
Choir.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Dr. C. H. Conner, who has been confined to his ho mee for some weeks,
will be in his office again Monday.
Sidney Abel, of the
Liquor company, has been appointed
of the estate of D. J.
Abel, with the Montezuma Trust comStern-Scblos-

s

pany.
Lou Schoenecker, who has been a
great sufTerer with rheumatism, will
leave tonight for the Fay wood hot
springs. He will bo absent several
weeks.
United States Deputy Marshal G.
A.
Kaseman went to Deuiing last
ninht to look after the deportation of
a Chinaman who has violated the exclusion laws.
Mrs. W. R.'Grosenberger, wife of a
well known conductor in the employ
of the Traction company, is confined
to St. Joseph's hospital by a severe
attack of typhoid fever.
The local Red Men are preparing a
big
for the coming of Wilson Brooks, the great chief of records,
Great Council of the United State,
Improved Order of lied Men, and Joan
W. Cherry, the great lncohonee. The
powwow is scheduled
for Monday
niiiht, iK'ceniber 4, after which the
two distinguished officials will visit
I i
niiiii:.
pow-wo-

1
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THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

THE CELEBRATED

O. TP. O.
WHISKEY
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1

0

We

KMrW

Bottled In Bond.

o
th

son,

and Winter
signs

o

.r

are showini
In

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

0

Atenta.
M. M.

Albuqutrqu;

Atttomatlo Phona,

0

lit.

And also a full Una of

Our prices are the lowest.

0

0. W. Strong's Sons

0

STRONG BLOCK.

o

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0

0

j0

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

0

MELINI & EAKIN
8ol

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linolcttm, J

r- -r

r

;

Albert

UNDERTAKERS

F a h ft r

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Auto phone, 816. Bell phone,

Am

and

T

--

J

:

305 Railroad Aventse 1

phone, No.

Auto

Residence

115.

C

0C0C'0OtC t

tt. v

Erblm0r

Puntrml Director mud

M,

Commercial Club Bnfldl&a.
COT UNDERTAKER.

Black or White Hearse, $5.00

MONUMENTS.

0

N. Second, St.. Both Phones.

201-21-

BORDERS p

ft

e

e

e

e
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The Southwestern Electric & Construction Co., Inc.
Electrical
Engineer and
Contractors,

Electric
llBUa&
- power and pnma

M

Save $25

flr t
f

.

ing plants, oya
mos, motors
a4t
electrical tupplle.
House wlriac. A

thorlsed asecU fat

Crocker, Wheeler
Co. Agents tot the
General Electric Oo.
Induction
motwra.

Eastern

f

Addition

Largest stock
electrical fixture ra
the southwest,
of the Ma
tlonal
Electrical
assoContractors
ciation.
W
sr1
tickets fox tka I

in-member- s

V

LOTS
Will be raised
Monday noon.

ano contest.
Auto, 'phone.

each on next
See us Saturday

$1!5

00000S000 Colorado
04C00C01

or Monday.
PORTERFIELD
110

The

COMPANY.

Do you realize that you can set
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

B. A. SLEYSTER

The only lon distance transmitter
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
s you wish; lowest
time contracts,

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC,
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

rates.

MillWood, Factory Wood

THE POPULAR

Ethel Tti eke

7-f7-

Wood

Cord

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN

j

BLOCK

...Second Week...
James,

or

Balcony

be- -

A

YOUR FACE WILL BE FAIR IF VOU WILL
YOUR FACE, BY USING

Parquet

BE

FAIR

WITH

Almond. Benzoin, and Witch Hazel Cream
25c per bottle.
15c

and Dress Circle

vi

Both Phones

0

and different siieetaltles
tween sets each night.

Children

'

Dead

wood Dick.
New

jT

COKE

Stock Co
Jesse

,

OSKOSsowsSwCai

SKS0KrveKKwSK

ELKS' THEATRE

Saturday

Telephone Co.

Room 18. N. T. Armljo Building.

West Gold Avenue.

PRICES:

H- -
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v

Bar-ron-

Choir.
"When the Mists Have Rolled
Away."
By the Male Quartette.
"Golden Harps are Sounding"..

V--

$$3 Q

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

e

.' Send Out Thy Light"
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ll

1

I
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36-l- n
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Fancy Mixed Dress Goods;
values; choice of entire lot.

Pees
7Bc

50

1

lalU
y

bMmg3

J?..!...
Cheviot

All Wool

hi niii

)

V

2
gr sf

Klno An Wo0' Challles, for BOc per
Wool Challles,

I

Grey

Id

mmt

j
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IZLT

53c M

IMPORTANCE

-

WW

extra heavy.

very
Chiffon
Broadtioths;
newest shade; a $1.60 per yard
value; on sale for
I,lec?8 of Finest All Wool Fancy
French Flannels; sold up to $1.25
per yard; choice of lot at

fi

j

i:-.- ,..

mmm

62 Inch

MnpAi
vULl
Oi
LUlrlL

M'&
ln3

Yard

x

f,2lnch Fine Broadcloths, In stylish
Dress Shades; worth
1.25 per
yard; you can buy them now for

lS 0F

Msi
Mti

Brooklyn
lie rna(linn ,,a(!ii(. Transit
It is reported (hat a majority
172
' Colorado Fuel
property owners residing on
45
k Imn
Second street have n fixed their a g- - (.()ra,,0 s,11Ithl.,.n....
- rommo1
27.
.1
tiuui mm
UHlUiea IU a
f'tiW'iit.,
IV.,u.,rn
111.
council
asking
the
city council,
that
(, ft
4.i 1,
at us meeiiiig on uexi .Muimay hirui i
43
' common
eLi
paving
the
steps
looking
towards
take i
HI
first
.
i -- .. ,,ii
acoi huh , si. rreel ueiween
naiuuau
.1
..
1"
nue anu aiuuuiuhi rouu. uw i""11"" Missouri Pacific
'Wi
does not specify what kind of Paving Metro,)olan .
.V."
street, charged with stealing a watch
i
in iu lie uneu, uui, me niict-- wm I" w"
VI exiCBn Central
14i
and other articles of more or lessj
ably be macadamized.
Kit?
New York Central
value from the Van Fleet home last
on
North
property
owners
The
Reading, common
140S,
night.
Fourth street have also taken action Pennsylvania
139H
According to the evidence given in
looking towards the paving of that Rock Island, common
29- police court this morning by Mr. and
street and the outlook Is very bright Rock Island, pfd
73
Mrs. Van Fleet, and Mrs. 8. M. EliKith
these Rep, Iron
for the Immediate paving of
Steel, common
2fi'i
lison, Perez visited the Van Fleet
Improvement
of
thoroughfares.
The
Rep. . Iron & Steel; pfd
91
home yesterday afternoon, representII Tl n IT
Ka. tha
...
Ihnua
..... lt.ici
utfcita
..v
fi9
southern
ing himself to be a book agent. That
oi me puvuig oi an i ue priuuiyai St: Paul
176V
his visit to the house was only a ruse
anstreets in Albuquerque, and before
85',4
Southern Railway
to get the lay of the land, was eviother year Street Commissioner Mar- Tennessee Coal & Iron
102 Vi
dent by the way he executed the robwill
tin TIerney predicts that the city
132
In
Union Pacific, common
bery last night, which, resulted
have tlie finest streets of any city of U. S. 8., common
37Mi
,
bis arrest.
the same size In the 'southwest. Mr. II. S. S., pfd
102
Hanging on the wall at one end of
TIerney has long been an advocate of Wabash, common
21
the house, which is a small structure
paved streets, and has. worked inces- Wabash, pfd
41 Vi
comDOsed of canvas and frame work,
good
santly to keep the streets In
.
Copper
Greene,
264
was a watch, pocket book and other
condition, but with the frequent and
small articles, belonging to Mr. ana
heavy rains this has been next to the
Mrs. Van Fleet. In committing the
WATER CURE
THE SHAKERPEARE
Impossible.
theft, the thief cut a hole in the end
rolling
Is
to
ball
"Once
the
started
of the tent near the place where these
and the paving commenced," said Mr. PRESENTED TO A LARGE CROWD
articles were hanging, and reaching, thereafter.
Tierney to a Citizen reporter, "there
Hearing of Quo Warranto.
in, took the watch, but the pocketbook
HALL
LAST
AT ST. MARY'S
Judge Abbott has Set November 22 will be a clamor among th5 residents
containing a small amount of money,
NIGHT.
city
to
parts
have
of
various
the
of
the
arguments
be
as
will
when
date
the
slipped off the hook and fell to the
streets on which they reside pavfloor beyond the reach of the burglar. heard on the motion of counsel for the
One of the most successful amateur
and then It will be a squabble as
When the Van Fleets awoke this T. S. Hubbell to prosecute quo war ed
plays ever seen in the city was given
first."
will
tackled
to
streets
what
be
against
PeN
ocproceedings
ranto
Sheriff
morning and discovered what had
Other matters of more or less Im- last night at St. Mary's hall when the
without the consent of
curred during the night, they at once fecto Armljo, general.
Ignatlon Dramatic club presented
e
portance
are scheduled to come
GenAttorney
attorney
visthe
suspected the Mexican who 'had
Shakespeare's Water Cure, a combina
night's
Monday
council
at
nothe
W.
George
Prlchard
has
eral
been
ited the house the day before, and the
burlesque and drama In three
tion
meeting.
on
arguments
when
tified
of
date
the
police were notified of the robbery,
acts.
While It was called an amateur
exIs
will
be
motion
heard
and
it
and given a description of Perez. the
play, the affair might well have done
MRS.
THOMAS
Albuquerpected
come
will
to
fllBBELl
he
that
About 8 o'clock Officer Salazar arrestcredit to professionals. The secret of
ed him on the street and took him to que on that date.
PkOVtS OELICHIFIL HOSTESS its success was good material, inter
the city jail. When searched, the
est taken In the play by the players,
missing watch was found on his perWHERE TO WORSHIP
ENTERTAINED SIXTY LADIES AT and the coaching by Prof. J. H. Crum
son.
CARD PARTY ON TUESDAY AF- under whose able direction the play
The prisoner was given a hearing at
TERNOON AT HER HOME ON was given. 1 he hall was crowded al
arly
Church-EConception
Immaculate
9 o'clock, before Judge A. J. CrawWEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
most to its fullest capacity aud for t
7
a.
m.;
high
mass
and
mass,
ford, and the evidence was so strong
time It looked as if the "stauding room
a.
evening
service
9:30
sermon,
in.;
against him that he was bound over
One of the most delightful parties only" sign would have to be pinned at
o await the action of the next terri- and instruction, 7:30 p. m.
of the winter season in Albuquerque the entrance.
torial grand Jury on the charge of
occurred on Tuesday afternoon, when
The play was full of comical situa'
Meets
Church
Christian
in
the
burglary.
He was unable to give Commercial club building.
Mrs. Thomas S. Hubbell entertained
and thrilling dramatic scenes,
Sunday
a $500 bond, and was taken to the school, 10 a. m.; sermon by the min- about sixty ladles at a card party at tions
The actors were all fine and took their
county JalL
her home on West Railroad avenue. parts like stage veterans and it would
ister, E. E. Crawford, at 11 o'clock, on The
event was in honor of the first an- not be good policy on the part of the
Suit Case Robber Convicted.
"The Hardest Truth In the World to niversary
of her wedding. The rooms Citizen to mention any Individual play
boy, giving his name Accept and the Best When You Have
An
as C. F. Riddle, was arrested last It." Evening sermon at 7:30; "What were decorated in pink and white cut ers, but they can rest, assured that
flowers and presented a beautiful ap- their efforts were appreciated by the
evening by Officer Thomas Jordan, on Is Christianity?"
pearance.
complaint of Frank Steffon, proprieaudience.
Mrs. Hubbell was assisted in entertor of the Merchants' cafe, charged
Baptiat Church Sunday school at
The Lyric quartette, which has Ju
taining
Mrs.
by
E.
Medler,
Mrs.
L.
containing
case,
stealing
a
m.;
pastor,
preaching
a,
by the
9:50
suit
with
J.
been organized, made Its first appear
clothing and some Jewelry, belonging W. T. McNeil, at 11 a- - m., and 7:30 p. Maynard Gunsul, Mrs. Solomon Luna ance last night between acts and was
to Japanese- cook in the restaurant. m.; Young people's meeting, 6:45 p. and Mrs. B. S. Rodey. The first prize, quite a treat to the audience. Great
Riddle . pleaded not guilty to the m. At the morning service there will a dainty collar of Mexican drawn credit belongs to Prof. Crum who has
charge In police court this morning, be special music by a double quartette work, was won by Miss Lou Lee. The as yet to make one of the plays he
but several witnesses testified to see- and a solo by Mr. T. Y. Maynard. At second prize was carried off by Mrs. undertakes other than a success, and
ing the prisoner
with the stolen the evening service a solo by Mr. F. C. Felix Lester and consisted of a Bohe- also to Mr. J. D. McCusker, who as
goods, and his room mate told how Curtin, and a French horn solo by mian glass bowl. Those present were: manager of the play had a good deal
Mesdames Childers, Greer.
Riddle brought the suit case to the Prof. Patterson.
or responsibility, but brought It to
Owen, Chamberlain, Medler, successful
room and told how he had stolen It.
ending.
Methodist Episcopal Church Rev. Rodey, Gunsul, Albert Grunsfeld, Ivan
The court found him guilty of petty
larceny, and he was sentenced to J. C. Rollins, D. D., pastor. Sunday Grunsfeld, Frank Moore, Walker, BorFOR SUPPRESSION OF VICE
serve sixty days In the county Jail. school, 9:45 a. m.; morning worship, ders, Luthy, Cornish, Farwell, McKee,
11 a. m., with sermon by the pastorl Baca, Day, Bryan, Chaves, Borradaile,
Fined for Resisting an Officer.
John Font, a dilapidated Celestial, "The Bird More True to its Nature R. E. Putney, L. B. Putney, Hopewell, To the Citizens of Albuquerque:
employed in a local Chinese laundry, Than Man." Special music by the Conghlin, Luna, Dame, M. R. Otero,
I desire to call attention to the brawas arrested last night for drunken- choir; Mrs. Arter and Mr. Beane will Sabin, Strlckler, Albright, Dobson, B. zen Invitation sent out from the Drls-coness. John resisted arrest, and it each sing a solo. Epwortb League at Ilfeld, Maloy, Jaffa, Springer, Cams,
place on Third street, through
took three policemen to land him In 6:30 p. m.; evening, service at 7:30; Keen, Yrlsarrl, E. M. Otero, Pearce, the postofflce to the men and boys of
Wlsner,
Kent,
Klock,
Neustadt,
special
pastor
preach;
Judge
music;
will
him
deemed
Crawford
the
Jail.
Albuquerque. I Invite
fathers and
Ackerman, Cardwell, Hahn, other men of this city the
guilty of being both drunk and re- Mr. Beane will sing. Strangers corwho are intersisting an officer aud he was fined $25 dially welcomed. All seats are free Simon Stern, Leon Stern, AVylder,
ested In the suppression of
vice
McLaughlin, Lester, Merrltt, to meet In my office at 7:30this
days on the and the public Is Invited.
or given twenty-fivo'clock
N.
T.
Armljo;
Lay,
Lee,
Misses
lxu
streets.
this evening to organize a movement
Congregational Chuch Broadway at Aureilla Armljo and Lela Armljo.
F. M. Boone and J. F. Stone, two
and to consider ways and means of
,
strangers In the city, engaged in a the end of the viaduct; Rev. J. W.
punishing these violators of law and
The dinner bill at the Columbus ho- common
pastor. .Morning service at 11
lively fistic encounter in the Alamo
decency.
tomorrow
tel
turkey,
includes
roast
sermon,
the
topic
o'clock;
of
"Jesus,
nlKht,
result
that
with the
saloon last
A. B. McMILLEN.
oyster
dressing,
cranpotatoes,
sweet
Mrs.
by
History."
of
Duet
Problem
senBoone
was
both landed In Jail.
berry
sauce
good
lots
of
and
other
entiCampfleld,
Miss
Washburn
and
In
days
to
serve five
Jail and
tenced
cents.
tled, "Forever With the Lord." Sun- things. Only twenty-fiv- e
Stone to ten days in Jail.
day school at 10 a. m.. Prof. Hodgln, Attention, Members
being
drunk
Jim Clark, arreBted for
Good tea, good coffee, best
Local
Union
of
and disorderly, was fined $5 or given superintendent; Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:30;
No. 1319, C. & J. of A.
pastor
evening
7:30;
at
servlcee
the
on
working
days
five
the
the option of
All carpenters will take notice to ap- baking-powde- r,
best flavoring
will give an address suggested by the pear
streets.
at I. O. O. F. hall Sunday, Nowords, "Tell It to Jesus." A large vember
19,
at 1 o'clock p. m., extracts, best spices, pure soda,
chorus choir under the direction of to attend the1905.
funeral of the late W.
A PROMISE FULFILLED
Mr. Stone will lead the singing.
W. D. Crabtree, Recording at fair prices and moneyback.
A H. Hull.
Strangers are especially Invited.
Secretary.
given
to
all.
cordial
welcome
he
said
when
Samuels,
Mr. George
Schilling's Best at yout
that he must deliver the goods, well First Presbyterian Church Elks opera
Attend the Zeiger's cafe free lunch
knew what was expected. He has
promptly
at
starts
Tho
fun
toninht.
grocer'.
A. Cooper, pastor. 9
more than met expectations. His com- house; Rev. 11Hugh
o'clock.
a. m., and 7:30 p. m.;
pany, plays and settings have been a Services at
a. m.; Christian
tremendous success, and t he time Sunday school at 9:45
at 6:45 p. m.;sin the evening
lias again come for their periodical Endeavor
at 7:30 there will be a service of song.
The following selections will be

At least one of the sn ak thieves
who have lieen operating in Albuquerque on an extensive scale for the past
two weeks, has been captured, in the
arrest this mornlna; of one Perfecto
Perez, a Mexican from Old Mexico.
Perez was arrested by Officer Joe
Salazar, on complaint of John Van
Fleet, residing at 622 South High

.
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Orey

Ladles Cloth; all wool, In 15
jjlfff rent shades; a splendid value,

.

A mil v: n m n t
Cupper
American Sucnr
STREtT; .Vf lilxni. m:h::; in
Atchison, pfil.

In

S

This DRESS GOODS

D0L

r
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He.vy Skirting Cloth.
niark' for

Habit Dross ftnd Skirting Cloths;

MARKETS

THE

SECOND STREET PAVED

BILL OF PARTICULARS

WITH STOLEN GOODS

WANT

BnJ

25c
35o

ff First St and

Sold only by

B. H.Props.
BRiaas
Gold Are.
Alvarado

A

CO.

Pbaruacy.

Both Phones.
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HARPER

PRESIDENT

HOW

Rainey Harper, president of the University of Chicago, has finished all
arrears In work preparatory to leaving the magnificent, educational institution he has built up from modest
beginning to a successor.
Dr. Harper has been told by his
physicians that death within a brief
period Is Inevitable, that the cancer
which appeared about a year ago Is
fatal.
He now devotes the only two noui
of each day which the doctors allow
him to sit up dictating letters and Instructions to his assistants on subjects pertaining to the dally administration of university affairs.
Dr. Harper sleeps well, awakens
bout 7 a. m., dally, ias his secretary
read the morning papers to hlra, especially the news of international
politics and economics: partakes of
light breakfast and passes the rest
of the day In bed except during two
hours shortly after dinner.
He is wrapped tip In blankets and
permitted to sit In an easy chair. He
then telephones to friends and persons with whom the university has
business, hears reports from subordinates attd dictates to a stenographer.
Alter the two hours expire he is
put back in bed, where he spends his
-:
time reading or conversing.
Since the operation in September
he has not done any scholarly work.
Just before noon he reads proofs of
his three last books, "The Trend of
Higher Education." "The Priestly
Element in the Old Testament," ant
"The Pathetic Element In the Old
Testament."
Recently he has spoken of the University as If contemplating the time
when it shall be out of his control.
He said today. "I want the university always to be a Christian university."
Dr. Harper has asked
that his
friend. John D. Rockefeller, be informed of his condition as soon as
there is any change. It is expected

in
New Mexico, at the close of business,
November 9th, 1905:

.Thanksgiving
PRICES

PRESIDENT HARPER IN HIS SICK ROOM.
recovery.
At all hours of the day his family
have access to his room. The appearance of any member of his family or
any old friend prompts a hearty welcome in a strong voice, and a smile
and hand clasp by the patient. As
long as the younger members of the
fimlly sit. by his bed he holds their
hands affectionately.
At such times tie puts aside
all
business affairs and Tefuses to discuss anything that will not contribute
to the entertainment of his listeners

Rockefeller will hasten to the
bedside of the educator when' it is
fitting that he should do eo.
Dr. Harper is permitted to eat any
food he likes and indulge in anything which may contribute to his
There is no restriction
comfort.
placed upon his daily regime beyond
the order that compels him to limit
the time he sits up to two hours. He
would remain out of bed longer, but
has yielded to the Importunity of his
friends that 'he remain In bed as a
means of increasing his chances for
Mr.

0K000C
00000K00
PULPIT POWERLESS TO

bucket he stepped over and fell
through the open passage way. The
body was discovered a shortv time afterward and at once taken to the Surface. It was found, however, that
death must have resulted instantly,
as his neck was broken and he was
badly bruised and cut about the hea't
Julius Schwartz and Bert Snyder
brought the dead body to Silver City.
Deceased wan a single man and had
only been In the Mogollon camp for
the last ten months. He was a capable
and experienced miner and bore an
excellent reputation. A telegram was
sent to his home in Denver, advising
his relatives of his death and requesting their instructions as to Interment.

DIMINISH DIVORCE' '
JUDGE C. 0. 3ISHOP.

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 18. "Clergy
men may inveigh against the divorce
issue, but If good Is to come, newspapers must Intercede.
"There was a time wheu people
obeyed what the clergymen said on
such a question as obtaining a divorce
but the ministers seem to 'have lost
Influence iu that respect. Hence, the
solution of the problem rests with
the newspapers. With their widespread Induence ridiculing the promiscuous applications for divorce, the
number of legal separations, I believe, w'ulil greatly diminish."
So declared Judge C. Orrick Bishop,
of the St. Louis circuit court, after
he had granted eighteen decrees of divorce in one day. Not one of the
cases was contested.
Although,
Judge Bishop believes
clergymen are. In some respects,
losing their influence, he declares he
is opposed to any one but clergyman
solemnizing a marriage ceremony. "I
can't believe marriage is a sacrament," he states, "but it is a serious
matter. When a clergyman unites a
couple, the solemnity of the ceremony
impresses the contracting parties, and
',

i

states. He favors the number being
lessened. Infidelity, desertion and
the commission of an infamous crime,
he says, are good grounds, and about
the only good grounds.
Long courtships, Judge Bishop says,
are instrumental in, diminishing the
number of divorces. He says:
"No couple should enter into the TREASURER VAUGHN
married relation before being thoroughly informed as to the temperaRECEIVING FUNDS
ments and disposition of each other.
Of course, it takes time to learn this.
THE VARIOUS
COUNTY
In two years this knowledge ought to FROM
be acquired sufficiently ,. for the
COLLECTORS AND TREASURERS
couple to know what step to take. It
OF TERRITORY.
has been my experience that in many
suits for legal separation the warring
The following funds have been recouple had known each other only a
short time before their marriage. This ceived for the month of October by
will not do."
(Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn:
From Jose E. Torres, treasurer of
According to Judge Bishop, mar- riage unproductive of offspring often Socorro county, taxes for 1902, $63.06;
proves unhappy andJeads to the dl- - 'or 1903. 130.96; for 1904, $177.78; for
vorce court. "Children are a bond be- - 1905, $957.93.
tween husband and wife," foe asserts,! From John C. Plemmons, treasurer
for 1904,
"and are apt to hold the parents to - of Sierra county, taxes
$337.16.
gether."
From Eugenlo Romero, treasurer of
Recently Judge Bishop ruled out the
testimony of a husband's alleged fail-- ! San Miguel county, taxes for 1902,
ure to take his wife to a theater or a $267.08; for 1903, $528.16; for 1904,
church. "If he fulfills all his other $250.24.
From V. Jaramlllo, treasurer of Kto
marital duties, It la not necessary for
Arriba county, taxes for 1904, $799.29;
l UUDUHUU iu tBVUI I UIB who iu iuubg
for 1905, $317.66,
places," said the court.
From Jose M. Medina, treasurer of
Taos county, taxes for 1904, $675.63;
DENOUNCES SPORT
for 1905, $341.30.
From Oeorge J. Vace, treasurer of
OF
THANKSGIVING
.
Colfax county, taxes for 1904, $135.15;
for 1905, $1,021.07.
DR. FRANG
From John L. Wolford, treasurer of
GUNSAULUS URGES
OBSERVANCE
OF THE DAY IN Union county, taxes for 1902, $1.70;
I for 1903, $48.12;
for 1904, $513.26; for
THE
WAY.
,
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From Camllo Sanchez, treasurer of
Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus, of
for 1904,
eago. In announcing to the Central Guadalupe county, taxes
church congregation that Thanksglv-- , $689.53; for 1905, $182.54.
From Celso Lopez, treasurer of
ing services are to be held at the Aud-- '
iiorlum, took occasiou to denounce the Santa Fe' county, taxes for 1902,
custom of playing foot ball on the $29.29; for 1903, $40.76; for 1904,
$268.69; for 1905, $156.84.
day of thanks. He said:
From A. S. Goodell, treasurer of
"Let us combine the cross of curlst
with the flag of our country In the Grant county, taxes for 1902, $68.88;
for 1903, $415.75; for 1904, $350.71.
celebration of this day in an
way. I beseech you, each ' From H. O. Ilursum, superintendent
convlcts's earnings,
one of you, to lie here, and by your of penitentiary,
presence set up a protest against the $1,448.68.
Notaries Public Appointed.
spirit of commercialism and frlvoltyj
The following notaries public have
that is becoming too prevalent on this
holiday. It may be some of you will been appointed the past week by Gov
stay away to attend the foot ball ernor Miguel A. Otero:
George K. French, Roswell, Chaves
game that disgrace to the history of
this day and the spirit of Thanksgiv- county; W. D. Mcllee. Langton, Roose
ing that Is coming to be fought by the velt county; Fred 11. Heyn, Alba
preceptors
and fuctulties of our querque, Bernalillo county.
schools and colleges."
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JUDGE C.

O.

BISHOP.

is morfe apt to prove a
happy one. I find In many divorce
cases which come before me that the
couple were married by some one out side the church by a Justice of tne
peace, for instance. Many thus wedded do not possess the right view of
They take a
the married relation
fancy to each other, an'd after a short
acquaintance, rush off and marry in a
very informal way. Soon the glamor
tades. and the couido, not appreciating the solemnity of the contract, are MINER
eagnr for a divorce."
Judge Bishop asserted that there
are too many grounds for legal separation in Missouri and iu most other

the marriage

j

WILLIAM
BROKEN

I

MONEY AWMTS

IN THE

M0G0LL0NS

PECKHAWS

NECK
BY FALLING DOWN

SHAFT.
William I'eckham, a miner iu the
employ of the Ernestine Mining company, at Mogollon, was instantly killed Saturday night by fulling down a
n.i
ti shaft.
Mr. Peckham was In charge of a
machine in the Last Chance mine,
and on the night In 'question was
working in the tenth level at a depth
Best for
of 300 feet. The machine, iu some
Th Dowels
manner, became disabled, and in order
to complete hid shift, he went to
tramming. While he was taking an
empty ore bucket from the cable on
Can or Cat
tic
tho holm he lot his balance and
fell tnrou!h a trap door of the station on ttit) tt'iith level and down to
the bottom of the next level, a distance of a little over thirty feet. No
tou ka, Wtoftfcen or Orl. lb.- X.t Ulc. h'rvor
)fTr
ld
bum. Tl.v tfeitum llilel tRUpU C C C. one
n present when the accident
to tun ur your m.tuf t,vk.
occurred, and it is not known exactly
Sterling Kfndy Co., Chicago or N.Y. y
how it occurred, but it is supposed
miWL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES that while engaged in loosening the

yr

I hfcri for
from what tndtrl men
uffrd
( fttarrb of tbe hbm.y-heallfd 1m hi4iia uii
la
Auirutt I pun bmetl ft boi ol Cane! l ituti v lur
ft wiftfimir,
ntxi to tin4 lb t I "h4 Vm"
guirniint
left in. Judge our dm-toiur
1 abowrd
hi id thirty fe t. ftud In ootbr
Snae wtirD
rLuftiii(lt-- r
bxul lh iiait Ir iiythlof ft
Worn Html iid
ru M'plUtf cut Vitality lur jrmrm.
tUtt IctUUii'iiiftl will iii-h- to ultier ftuffnrvra "
ami rtuiiMioiput,
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HIM

KILLED
SMALL FORTUNE IS LEFT A MAN
WHO IS SAID TO BE A TRAMP-W- AS
FORMERLY A MINER.

.
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msw contractor
D. E. CUVINGER,

Redemption

fund with
(5 per cent
of circulation)

U.

Treasurer

S.

0anta
00e)404K

waltz
X0Xe000C000

26,336.15

6,000.00
$325,529.53

Total

and

Liabilities.
$100,000.00
Capital Stock paid In
Undivided profits, less ex
penses and taxes paid... 11,513.29
National Bank Notes out
'. 100,000.00
standing
Due
National
to other
6,068.97
Banks
Individual deposits subject
196,568.64
to check
Demand certificates of de
110,613.78
posit
436.50
Certified checks
Cashier's checks outstand
328.35
ing

OLD

WAGONS
0.

Pa

ObUU.

WHOLESALE
mna ire tail.

N. M.

,

Horso Blankets and
Lap Robes
Every horse needs a blanket this
weather, and we invite an inspection of our large line. A good,
lined. Burlap Blanket, iwth two
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
wool street Blankets at $2.50 each.

Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before roe
this 15th day of November, 1905.
P. F. M'CANNA, Notary Public.

Announcement.

To accommodate thusc who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying iiquidi
into the nasal passages for cainrrhnl trvu
blet, the proprietors prepare Cream Dalm in
liquid form, which will be known as Kly'i
Liquid Cream Lalra. l'rico including the
tpraying tube is 75 cents. Druggists or by
maU. i'ho liquid form embodies the med
loinal propoi-'.iof ths solid prepai..tinu.
COMING

November

o o

0

nostrils, cleanses and heals the whole sur
face over which it diffuses itself. Druggist
sell the 50c. size ; Trial size by mail, 10
cents. Test it and you are sure to continue
the treatment.

QUICKEL

0'

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wines sad Cognac The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.
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JOSEPH BARNKTT,

22

120 West

O

O

O

O
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R&fTro&J
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top.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB B.OOMS

Area

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
115 GOLD

all glasses prescribed by us.

AVE.

T-- k

jf"4

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

N. PEACH & CO.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY, 6 ALB FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Mules bought and exHorses
and
Office,
535.
208tt
'phone.
Automatic
changed.
West Gold Avenue.
BEST TURNOUTS IN TUB CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
Mfivin
Shippin'
Drayin'

real earAre dealer

the Lord!"
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
Ark., " for the relief I got from Buckten's Arnica Salve. It cured my fearful running sores, which nothing else
would heal, and from which I had suf
fered for five years." It Is a marvel
ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds,
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

FREIGHTS
once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougln'.
You have

When you are In need of fine liquors
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers &
Co., 116 West Silver avenue.
Auto
matic phone, 240.
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
gas range.

us

Br the Albuquerque Transfer Men

M.

If you eat a
are caussd by Indigestion.
utue too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart bsats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
lndigsttion causes the stomach to
swell, and puff up against the
expand
heart This crowds the heart and Interferes with Its action, and in the course ef
time the heart becomes dissassd.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3COOOCO
-O. F. PLATT,

The real cleaner and dyer. Lafine
and gentlemen's
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street.. Old 'phone, Red,
261-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.
dies'1

occ ocxxxxxxxxxxacocooocxjo

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
8. .T VA NN, O. D.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
Eyesight Specialist,
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- President of New Mexico Board of
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Optometry.
optician In New
established
First
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. ApFor the information of the public,
made at Vann's drug
Plumbing Inspector Whitcomb calls pointments
attention to Chapter XII of the city store.
ordinance. Sections 63 and 86, which
follow:
YD
W.
Section 63 Building Permit.
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
No person, firm or corporation shall
begin or continue the erection, altera
Office and Factory
tion or repair of any building or
412 WEtST COPPER AVENUE.
structure, or erect any sign extending
Albuquerque, (I. M.
over any sidewalk within the corpor
ate limits of the city of Albuquerque.
without first having applied for and Phones. Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265
received a permit so to do from the
said Inspector.
Section 86 Penalty for Violation.
All persona railing or refusing to PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
comply with the provisions of this
ordinance, afier having received due
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
uotice iu writing from the building In Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc Palspector, shall upon conviction thereof metto Root Paint; lasts five years and
10 stops leaks. Caah paid for Hides
be fined in a sum not legs than
and
nor more than $30, or imprisonment Pelts.
not less than ten days nor more than 109 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
thirty days, or both fine and imprison
ment, at the discretion of the court.
for each and every offense, each day
to constitute a new offense.
A Disastrous Calamity.
ALL HOUC
It is a disastrous calamity, when
COOKING
you lose your health, because Indl
gestlou and constipation have sapped Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
every Saturday,
it away. Prompt relief can be had In
They 401 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
build up your digestive organs, and
cure headache, dizziness, colic, con&
stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drugFIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
gists; 25c.
LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Don't wait for an exploslon-xvlt- h rook
way.
;. the humane
Room lu, N. T. Arniljo Ba!13!cg.

A.

HA

EN

Thos. F. Keleher

digests what you eat, takes the strain c9
ef the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract. Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
ef the Stomach.
After sarins, nrfoed wwiM dlatreM aie br atakinc
,
end I would bcoin vary
? hmrt ptlpluu
Plntuj 1 1
bottl of Kedal and It (a? m Immr
boolM I am mirad.
aiaia reliaf. Atur utlnf a
MRS. LORIMO NICHOLS, Pans Yam, M. T.

In

had atomach trouble and was In a bad flats aa I
Sad haart trouble will It-- I took Kodol Byapapais
Our lot about lour BMMlia and II eurad me.
& KAUBLB. Nevada,
I

a

What You Eat
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For the reason that we can guarantee

"I Thank

M tM
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BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Fiasst

EVENTS

nuiiall
lJ. M u ait.
For kale br aI druggittt.

Proprietor

BOTHE,

mkbi
Who St. ElmoVi Wn8$IBrante,Et5,

24-2- 5

Bite

A

0

O

and 23 Walter Thorn
as Mills will lecture at Colombo hall
on Socialism.
November 23 Aat the Lead Ave
nue Methodist
Episcopal
church,
"Robert Mclntyre. the noted lecturer.
Oeorge Samuels
November
company.
November 29 Damon and Pythias,
by local talent.
December 1 The "Broken Hearted
Club" and "Sarah's Young Man," by
local talent, under the auspices of the
Albuquerque Woman s club.
December 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps.'
December 8 "Cousin Kate."
December 16 'Mahara Minstrels.'
December 25 "Hooligan In New"
York."
December 27 "Hans Hanson."

Ditfests

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Cor. First street and Tijeras road.

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat,
dent by Ely's Cream lialm, which is agrra
aLly aromutic It is received through the

U.N mrm

IVUIUGI

$525,529.53

I. A. DYE,
D. H. CARNS.

X

lr..rhnr

Albuquerpe,

d

I

f

0
Ufjm

Territory of New Mexlcd, County of
'
ifernauiio, ss:
I, J. B. Herndon, cashier
of, the
above-namebank, do solemnly swear
that the above statement Is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.
Correct Attest:
D. A. MACPHERSON,

De-Wi- tt

MCKOBY

t

Total

Don't Be Deceived.
not be deceived by counterfeits
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
same of E. C.
& Co. is on
every box of the golnuine. Piles In
their worst form will soon pass away
If you will
apply DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
for Cuts, Burns, Boils,
Tetter, Eczema, etc. Miss M. II. Middleton,
Tbelios, 111., gays:
"I was seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve cured me In a few days'. Sold
by all druKgtsts.

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Usually wore dark clothes. Hear of Walton's drug store.
wtiput.
soft felt hat, and ot'eu taud arouu
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
street cerners.
'
I have been somewhat costive, but
The mayor of York thinks thatMa-luui- i
mining community iu Doan's Ucvulets gave Just the results
is In
e
desired. They act mildly and reguColorado or New Mexico, as he
asylum in Central late tlie bowels perfectly." OJeorge
caped from
City, where it is alleged he was de- H. Krause, 306 Walnut avenue.
taiued, though not insane.
I'a.
1

Brock and Feagans

y

Do

Mayor A. R. Gibson, of Santa Fe,
Is in receipt of a letter from James St.
Clair McCull, mayor of I'ary. Pa., making inquiries after John H. Malaun,
formerly of that city, but now thought
to be a trump. The letter states tuat
are anxious to have
his relatives
some news concerning him, dead or
alive, as he has been left a small
amount of money by a relative. He
wan last heard of In 190::, when he
was committed to an insane asylum
in Central Clty.Colo. He was a miner,
and is described as being 5 feet, 64
hair, with full,
inches tail: black
black Ward: dark eyes, medium com
plexion, and lio to 170 pounds in

ftij&

$290,707.36

to-d- ay

The cheap grades of coffee have
also gone up. Where they formerly
sold at 15 cents a pound they are
now tagged at 20 cents.
"We can't give any very good rea
son for the rise," said one prominent
grocer. "The coffee market is sub
jected to so much speculation. That,
more than any other on the produce
exchange, Is made an object of specu
lation on the part of the wholesale
dealers and Importers,
The high
grades of coffees are remaining firm
at the price which ruled last year.
Cereals of ell kinds have stiffenedup. The two great controllers of the
breakfast food dishes, the American
Cereal company and the Great West
ern Cereal company, have reached an
agreement again and are not cutting
the price. This Is only one of the
many similar occurrences which have
taken place in the past. They fight
and then make up. It is the make up
time now and the ordinary plug citi
zen has to open up his pocket book
a little wider.
California canned fruits are ex
pected to be higher. The quotations
are not given out, but it is generally
understood that a material advance
will take place owing to the short
ness of the fruit crop throughout the
middle west and the east. Dried Cali
fornia fruits will advance about 15
per cent over the present ruling price.
Sugar Is costing the grocer more today than It did last year at this time.
It Is now quoted, for cane, at $5.87 a
hundred pounds, and retails from 14
to 15 pounds for $1.
Canned goods, the best comes from
Maine and New York, is somewhat
cheaper, while peas are selling at the
same uniform price of last year.
Canned lobsters, and this is no Joke,
are away up and Ixxmiing, ticketed
for 50 cents a can at retail and 41 at
wholesale. They used to sell for 25
cents a can and there was a good
margin on them, too. 'People don't
care for the canned kind, and I guess
they are not catching many lobsters,
either," said a grocer by way of explanation.

Chi-- 1

......

OTHER GOODS

We buy Diamonds direct from
cutlers
purchase only Blue White and Lxtra White Perfect
Diamonds.
We are now cllinr from a reserve stock
boueht for Investment several year azo.
Althouch the
price of Diamonds has advanced considerably we are enabled
to sell these line Diamonds
at prices then prevailing.
Send (or our handsome Illustrated Fall and
Christmas Catalog No. 16. It Is Free.
We ship on approval and pay all charges whether you buy or not. We
rely on the high quality of our goods to merit and win your trade.

Overdrafts, secured and un12,771.55
secured
U. S. Bonds to secure cir100,000.00
culation
6,068.75
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Banking house, furniture
5'392 u
aud fixtures
Duo from National Banks
(not reserve agents) .... 36,562.43
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Importers
Due from State Banks and
jri Jewelers
! .
854.42
Bankers
Due
from approved re37,558.97
serve agents
Checks and other cash
Z,01U.7
O
Items
Notes of other National
2,300.00 0
Banks
Fractional paper currency,
Contracts taken for Cement-8ton- e
Houses and foundations.
nickels, and cents
j.966.70 0
A house built of this material Is warmer in winter and cooler
In
Lawful Money Reserve in
summer than a brick house, and Is cheaper than good brick.
Bank, viz.:
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
$11,868.15
Specie
Legal-tende- r
stone. Let me Sgure with you. Drop a card and I will call.
14.468.00
notes
rm mmmmrm
eomMmm
and

eat.

1905, $755.02.

t
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Bird.

Turkeys for the Thanksgiving dinner will cost 21 cents a Mund and it
is possible that they will touch nn
even higher figure. This is the top
notch price for years past. Last year
when they were being retailed at 18
and 20 cents a pound. It was thought
that turkeys were being quoted up
from the top of a skyscraper, but a
story or two has been added Bince
then. The, year before that they
were retailed at 15 cents a pound.
The packing and commission houses
are already sending out. letters to the
trade Informing them of the "iighti
crop of turkeys." The weather has
ieen unfavorable to raise successful
broods and In addition to this fewer
farmers are devoting their attention
to turkeys; they are too troublesome.
This Is the story they tell.
Chickens (spring), are not quoted
much below the price for turkeys
and they are retailing at 20 cents a
pound. Hens are bringing 17 cents.
Turkeys for New Mexico Thanksgiving dinners come from the southwestern part of Kansas, where the
large lmcklng companies have branch
houses for poultry alone. The best
grade of turkeys comes from Okla-hnmThe season Is tardy over there
and the turkey can become hardier
and of larger size in time for Thanksgiving than his brother up In Kansas,
where t'he weather is not so favorable
and he does not advance so rapidly
"It's a funny thing about turkeys,'
said a prominent retailer, yesterday,
"but It la simply Impossible to sell a
turkey during the warm weather. It's
not like selling chickens. You can sell
them all the year round. There Is a
constant, steady demand for them
But the only time that the turkey Is
popular with the masses Is around
Thanksgiving time. It Is the sentl
ment of the occasion which prompts
them and it Is sentiment which rules
the stern realities of business in that
degree. It's the same way with cran
berries. In the beginning of the sea
son they are sold cheaper than any
otner time. The closer it gets to
wards Thanksgiving the higher the
price goes. That is i the only frlut
that I know of where It Is cheapest
in the beginning of the season."
Cranberries, from late advices, will
be Just double the price asked last
year. Though the Increase lias not
been felt here yet, It will reach here
inside of a week.
The wholesaler Is paying more for
groceries than he has for several
years. Slight advances have been
made In a great number of the (staple
and rancy groceries, In most of these
the advances have been sufficolent to
call for a raise on the retail purchaser but an additional raise, wntch it
not an uncertainty, will cause the re- taller to dig down in his Jeans.
canned tomatoes are higher now
than they have been for 25 years
past. At Baltimore, which Is the
center of the tomato market for the
United States, they are being quoted
wholesale at $1.50 a dozen cans. This
Is a rise of from 65 to 70 cents. A
short crop Is given as the explanation
for the boost in prices. Tomatoes are
still being quoted In Albuquerque at
two cans for 25 cents, but it Is simpry
a matter of a few days until they
will feel the effect of the rise In the
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at Albuquerque,

ALL HOPE GONE, THE FAMOUS
HEAD OF CHICAGO UNIVERSITY
FINISHES UP HIS BACK WORK
AND
CALMLY.
GENTLY AND
LIKE A MAN, AWAITS THE INEVITABLE END.
Chicago,

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

REPORTED SCARCE STATE

PREPARING FOR THE ANGEL OF DEATH

IS, 1905.
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victories

STATEHOOD

LEADING MEN OF AN ARIZONA
CITY
DECLARE
FOR STATEHOOD ON ANY OLD TERMS.

number of leading business and
professional citizens of Tucson, held
a meeting to organize a campaign In
the interest of immediate statehood
for Arizona on the best terms congress will give.
Charles
Schumacher was made president and
Dr. Mark A. Rogers secretary.
The
meeting1 adopted the followingA

"Resolved. That we favor the ad
mission of Arizona as a state in the
union, upon such terms as congress
may grant, even accepting annexa
tion or New Mexico rather than remain any longer In a territorial con
dltlon."
CARLSBAD
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Spend your leisure time at the
hall at No. 115 West Railroad

pool

Your land, worth $2 an acre. Is, by
the use of one of our Irrigation plants,
made worth $100 per acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery." and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

A

CASE
BEING

The

TOTI A GRADI

COMPROMISED

1621-163-

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain1 and Fuel.
PROMISED TO BE INTERESTING Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
BY
BUT CAME TO A CLOSE
and Cigars. Place your orders for
AGREEMENT FROM BOTH SIDES
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
The case of the Protective Associa
tion of the town of Costilla v.irsus
REDUCED PRICES
the United States Freehold Land and
Plates, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
Irrigation company, which has been
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. fl.OO
on trial In the First Judicial district
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
court for the past three weeks, came
50c All guaranteed.
to an abrupt end yesterday afternoon
at 4 o'clock, when the attorneys for
both sides got together, and by mak
ing, mutual concessions In a written
agreement caused the case to be decided by agreement, instead of continuing with the expensive hearing of
witnesses and letting the case be tried
on Its merits.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
May Retain Land.
Room 17, N. T. Armljo Building.
It Is understood that by the agreement the settlers now in possession of
the land in and around Costilla will The
Fuetir Undertaking Company
be allowed to retain a certain amount
of the land for a certain length of
to Edwards ft Fuehr
Successors
time, but late yesterday afternoon,
307 West Railroad Avenoe.
the agreement had not been signed.
Albert Smith, an attorney for1 the Bith 'Phones.
Qav or Night
defense, assisted by the firm of Abbott and Abbott, of Santa Fe, drew up
the agreement, which was submitted
to O. A. Larrazolo and C. A. Spless, of
Ias Vegas, attorneys for the plaintiffs, with the result that the attorneys for the plaintiffs, seeing the advantages to be gained in the way of
shortening the time that would otherwise have been consumed In hearing
the case, accepted the terms with the
Will do all your CARPET.
exception of a few minor changes.
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANJury is Discharged.
ING, and doctor your stove, at
.Judge John H. McFie yesterday afthe rate of 25 centa per hoar.
ternoon discharged the Jury which had
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 630.
been impanneled In the case, and today the formal decree of the court
311 North Seventh Street 31 1
will be entered, and this celebrated
case will be but a memory of the past
and a part of the court's records.
GO TO THE
Mothers everywhere praise One MIn
ute Cough Cure for the sufferings It
has relieved and the lives of their lit
tie ones it has saved. A certain cure
South of Viaduct, on First Street
for . Coughs, Croup and Whooping
Cough. Makes breathing easy, cuts
out phlegm, and draws out the inflammation. Sold by all druggists.
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
If in need of fine liquors for family
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
and medicinal purposes, call on Ernest Meyers A. Co., 116 West Silver
O. DINSDALB
avenue.
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The Cleaner

New Planing Mill

Special Machinery
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Third and Marquette

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

0

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and VaWea, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Oaa Fitting. A full line or bath room fli- -

tures and supplies.

0 Auto. 'Phone,

0

C'

Storer Gasoline Engines.

71.

00'0000'000'0'00'0'
m4K90 ooooeoo4oci
412 W. Railroad Ave.

Colo. 'Phone, IS4.
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Unredeemed Diamonds

f

BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST, IT WOULD
still pay you to buy it from us, as we are In a position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
jewelers buy at wholesale.
11$

ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker. The Man You Can Trust
Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

C00

.vl.

oo

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whistles, Moot St
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatlo Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
,

The Williams

Dtxsg Co.

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always'
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

V

that be has lots of pretty

117

WEST RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

M.
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things, comprising Toys, Indian
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and "
Chinese and Japanese goods, for V
Christmas.
215 South Second Street. '
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SAM KEE

COLORADO

SCREEN DOORS

urmttititf tin
Rays

DENVER.

Both Phones

Hoarding Horses a Specialty

JTD

pennincton

Seventeenth Street.

9

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

....

Bolthoff Mfr. and Supply Co.

&

Genual Baildlng SoppHes

Hi! GOOD

woman answered, as a queer light for years. I was 'driving' every day.
d,
the machinery at
came into her pale face. "I have I
come into an inheritance after 30 long noon to eat.
years of mill labor. My children and
While Others Slept.
my husband took me out of the mill
"At 6:30 we would be at home
this summer and they say I'll never again . I would get supper. I would
return. I'm having the first rest of wash the dishes. I would put the
my life.
childern to bed. Midnight 2 o'clock
"My folks were French Canadians. In the morning, thousands. of nights.
I
began would find me hanging up clothes in
Thirty years ago this month
my toil In the mills of, Fall River. the back yard, at the ironing board,
I was seven year old. I was so small cleaning the house, baking, or makthe overseer used to carry me in his ing clothes. I was the one who cared
arms up four flights of stairs to the for the sick baby in the night. My
spooling room. 1 used to cry when;Go(, sll.f for years j (lid m)t gleep
the thread would break and there
My husband had his pipe, and, yes,
would be a 'smash.' I was a baby.
his beer, when he wanted tt. I did not
The thermometer stood at one degree begrudge It. I do not now. Mill men
below freezing when this picture was are only to marry.
He did the best
ta he could. But I have had "nothing,
ken.
until now.
"Sir, I worked during my entire
"Nothing?
Yes, I have had my
life, as few women In the world out- beautiful children.
Seven of them
side of this miserable town have ever dead, five as babies.
Relieve me.
worked. I leave it to you if I have they would have lived If I could have
not earned a rect.
cared for them. Is that not terrible?
A Child in Love.
My son, 21, and my daughter, 18, died
"When I was 15 I fell In love with of consumption. The mills did that.
the man who worked. at an adjoining
loom. He loved me. We were married, and though I was a mere child,
Dot an of
I knew, as almost every woman In the
For One Week Only! On
Pictures for $6
Our But
mills knows when she marries a
weaver, that I would have to support
And glv with
him move Jhan he would support me.
J7JC Ontt $3 Carbon Famous Paintings
I earned then $12.75 a week
raproductlon of
doxttn M MXMmlA
never
less than $10. He earned $5. Why?
I31h to I9fb
Including Artistic Frame.
because any woman can earn more
ONE WEEK ONLY!
Inclusive.
than a man at the loom. Quicker
and more constant, you know.
Sweat of the Brow.
&
309 West Railroad Avenue
' Well, sir, I have been the mother
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
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The Fististz Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Bcien

Cui-o- ff

Belen. is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

of The Atchison, Topeka

&.

Santa

JTe

Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,'

Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with heautiful lake and public park and grand old shdde tree; public school house, costOf 1.000 busineis and resld"iiee lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with hroad SO and
ing $16,000; .churcbeB, Commercial club; a population of l,5u0 Inhabitant; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexlro; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 Larrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen Is t!ie largest shipping point for wool, fl uir, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its lmiKirtanee as a great commercial railroad city In 'lie m ar future cannot be estimated.
ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

The lota offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation); no tacd or travel.
,
hop, etc., etc. Also a
modem hotel.
coal and wool yard, drug stoie, burners

M

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST ANO WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

first-das;-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

for pain Dr. Thomas'
Oil. strongest, oheappi-- t lini-

'or

"cW''

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

j

F'iilic

ment ever devised.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We. have added to our. already well equipped laundery a machine wKh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out (or you.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

D.
J. DEVINE.
BV
ORGANIZED
WHO WILL BE CASHIER CAPITAL STOCK IS $30,000.

edy In American

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

t.

NEW BANK AT SPRINGER

A

BALLING,

1

--

Klfftrir

ALBUQUERQUE, AND, LAS VEGAS

PIONEER BAKERY

'

day. Why l the mother not at' to the mill. The baby would bo left
FATAL TRAGEDY AT LEOPOLD
in the care of anyone In the neighborwork?
"Do you not work?" I asked the hood who would take It for $1 a week.
that almost every That's the tegular price. The over
DRUNKEN BRAWL RESULTS IN mother. "They gay works,
seer of Borden's mill will tell you that
too."
of
mill
a
wife
"ian
THE KILLING OF ANGEL
"No, I da n FWk In' the mill," the I was the fastest worker In that place

a resident of
Dennis J. Devine,
In
Springer, New Mexico,
arrived
Santa Fe yesterday for the purpose
of filing articles of Incorporation for
a bank under a territorial charter, at
Springer, of which he will lie cashier.
The following is a list of stockholders and the number of shares taken
by each:
10
Solomon KK ersheim.
shares, R. K. Aldridge, S shares: (i.
D. Parrisli, 10 shares; D. J. Devine,
10 shares;
5. W. Gillespie, 5 shares;
C. K. Hartley, 5 snares; H. C. Abbott, io Bhares; .1. P. Abrep, 5 shares;
K. D. Stamsel,
10
shares; Nicholas
Krannawitter, 5 shares; Candido Olo-na- ,
6 shares; M. M. Salaar, 5 shares;
all of which are citizens of Springer.
W. H. Wilcox, of Roy, 10 shares; T.
H. Mitchell, of Albert, fi shares; W.
F. Degner, of Raton, 5 shares; C. N.
Hlackwell, of Raton, 45 shares; Albert
Lawrence, of Trinidad, 10 shares, and
Henry Goke, of Sapelio, 140 shares.
Dennis J. Devine is to be casiiier
of the new bank. The capital stock
of the bank is fixed at lao.ouo,. dir value
vided Into 3o0 shares of the
of $100 each, all of which have been
subscribed. The term of the existence of the company is fixed at fifty
years. The object of the company is
to conduct a general banking

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

CIGARS

Proprietor. .
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guar(To wark through a Fall River, Mass., street Is to- - receive an impres"Hut there lire hundreds of women antee first class baking.
sion of a terrible struggle for existence by most of the working population.
Albuquerque.
How true this impression is may lie judged Ironi the a ('company Inn story in Kail River win have gone through 207 S. First Street.
have. Only nicst of them are
by tills newspaper's special correspondent, who visited the c 'ton mill town what
In
1882
Established
Mill nt work, while I'm t'n e ,uid can
for the purpose of watching a threatened strike. The piion Interviewed
walk out in the sunlight and have
enjoyed conditions better thnn the average !
only my house to keep.
of ten children nine girls, one boy
Special Correspondence:
Save? All we own is the furniture Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
.las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im
It la a long, rambling frame fejir-men- and a pair of twins. I have never in this house. We pay :t n week
been a strong woman, you see I am rent. Groceries and meats cost us
boden's Granite Flour, j
Up four flights uf dark stair- slight,
but I never lost six weeks' $10. The income. Including my huscase to a five room flat."
pay from the mill when nnv of tnv band's $r., is $23. The remaining $10
The home of John La Parle, his children was born. The twins? I left goes to keep us running and my chlld- wife and three daughters, bespeaks woik ten nays berore tney came and ren have alwavs been well clothed,
an excellent housekeeper. In that re- was back in a month.
n matter what' it has coet me."
gard It differs from jnost of the
"It was not the work In the loom
HUlsboro creamery Butter Best on
The Why Thereof,
others. The kitchen floor Is snowy room that told niKvn me and has
Through fie interviewer's
Earth.
mind,
white. Pinked oil cloth covers the wrinkled my face. Let me tell you during this strange recital, the, word
Free Delivery.
cupboard shelves. Lamp chimneys what 1 did for more than 25 years. "Whv whv whv." kent rnnnlnir At Orders Solicited.
glisten. A few cheap ornaments and; Five o'clock in the morning would last
W hy
be
asked b"r "Why?"
214 South Second Street.
framed lithographs are
in regular find me up gedlng breakfast for the brave? Why r solute?" Why nnfail-placefamily. I wcnld wash and dress my ing? Why proud? Why live when CLARKVILLK
PRODUCE CO
Mrs. La Parle and an
children. Then I would cook dinner strong men wmld have perished
HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
sit sewing at the kitchen table, for the children, who must stay at'der such a load?
Wholesale and Retail
The girl had her neck bound up with; home. At 6 o'clock, my husband, .Standing erne!, looking straight
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
That explains her presence r.iot e of the children who were old to my face, tliis' U what the woman
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
at home In the afternoon of a week enough to work, and I would be off said in ans'we; : "Love, love for that
60J South First Street Both Phones
man whom I as a child took as a hus
band. All was for love of him. I
love him now as well as if he had carMini'i'Laww
ried the burden all these years. If I
FIRE
were back today at 15, knew what It
INSURANCE.
would mean, ns I know now. I would
Secretary Mutual Building
do It all over again for him."
Office at l. C. laldrldge'a
yard.

1
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Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

W. Railroad Avenue.

SIMON

AGED BY FLOODS.
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TO THE GOVERNMENT, WHICH
WILL RESTORE WORK
DAM-

Tom-Jtibel-

Smoke the White

COSTILLA

Angel Rodriguez, an employe of the
Burro Mountain Copper company, was
nhot and killed in a drunken brawl
about 3 o'clock Wednesday morning,
at Leopold, in the Burro mountains,
says the Silver City Independent.
Definite Information regarding the
tragedy is not at hand, as no one was
present at the time except the Mexicans, and of these, only one has been
apprehended and arrested. His name
is Camilla Avilla, and he had his preliminary hearing before Justice of the
Peace L. J. Carter at Leopold, Wednesday afternoon when he was bound
over to await the action of the next
grand jury, in the sum of $1,000. In
default of bond he was brought totnis
city by Constable
and
lodged In the county jail. Constable
Hibelin and Deputy Phil F.stes left on
Wednesday
evening for the Burro
mountains to search for oihers who
were Implicated in the murder and
who are said to be six or seven In
number. From all accounts,
the
murder was the result of a drunken
row in which Hodriguej! was the victim of the wrath of the others. One,
story has it that Rodriguez was
called out of his tent and shot another, that he was ambushed and shot
as he was crossing the gulch on his
way home from a visit to a neighbor's. The bullet penetrated
the
right lung, severing the
artery and vein. The wounded man
lingered until I o'clock the next day
when he expired. The njiiains were
brought to this city and given burial.
The deceased was about 40 years old.
and leaves a wife and four f mall
children.

and 8att Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMI3 KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street

r
'

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kindt of Fresh

f.

PROJECT SOLD

The United States government has
accepted the offer of the Pecos Irrigation company of Carlsbad, to sell
the Carlsbad dam project at the price
agreed upon by the consulting engineers of the reclamation service.
The terms of the sale have not been
made public.
The plant was valued at $350,000,
and the company has lost thousands
of dollars by flood damage, and was
practically bankrupt and unable to
make the necessary repairs.
Much
improved land has been signed up under the project since the government
began investigating the feasibility of
rebuilding the Irrigation works.
President Frank G. Tracy, of the
company, who acPecos Irrigation
companied a special committee from
Koswell and Carlsbad to Washington,
to call on the secretary of the Interior, wired from Washington' the
news of the government's decision.
The land under this great dam
as
fertile a any In New Mexlcoi

Moat Market

!

IIi

1 1 1

were

scored
held In
Dexter and Lake Arthur, towns In
the southern part of Chaves county.
The repulillcnn candidates were beaten two to one.
The following were the refcults:
At Dexter For justice of the peace,
Jerry Crazier, democrat, 69; A. V.
Hair, republican, 2!t; for constable, O.
K.
Calloway, democrat, fill; Henry
Thnman, republican, 28.
At Lake Arthur J. E. Cady
was
elected Justice of the peace and O. R.
was
Williams
chosen constable. Moth
re democrats.
Democratic

A True vStoruv of

Uil

WIN

PAGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

a Weavers Wife

The WHY oi

REPUBLICANS ARE BEATEN IN
ELECTION IN THE TOWNS OF
DEXTER AND LAKE ARTHUR.
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JOHN BECKER,

town
Improvement
Company
The
Belen
and
WM. M. BERGER,
President
SEISES'
sHIT

"i'1.

vi
Secretary

ALHUOUEKOUE EVENING CITIZENS

PAGE EIGHT.

PERSONAL
Fair tonight and Sunday.
southeast portion tonight.

Regular meeting of John
Circle, i.adica of the O. A.

snocs for Thanksgiving

Cooler

A. I.okhii
H. tonight

ut 7: SO in 1. O. O. V. liall.
W. V. Walker anil ulster, MUs Vien
na Walker, are in the city from Ijiw- rencelmrK, Ky.p and will remain during

the winter.

ou want shoes to properly matcti the new gown

or suit you will
company
Thanksgiving
receiving
dinner.
for
wear when going out or
Let ua provide you with strictly up to date footwear, and yoy
may rest assured to get the latest style, the most perfect fit, and the
beat quality at the closest price.

$3 50
$2 50
$2 25

MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES
MEN'S VICI KID 8H0ES.
MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES
LADIES' PATENT KID SHOES
LADIES' VICI KID SHOES
LADIES' OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS

$350

$200
'...-$15-

84 00

TO
TO
TO

$400

TO

$400

TO
TO

$350

$3 50

$350

Tik000000CrS0 C00000000C
00000000X)C3000
Remember Thanksgiving!
rapidly approaching, and
also that our store affords
the best facilities for the selection of
the best groceries and table delicacies. Everything; that tends to
dinner a
make your Thanksgiving
source of gastronomic delight, will be
found In our stock, which has been
provided for the
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.

It's

F. F. TROTTER

Nos.

lis

and

20,

South Second St.

Sash, Doors,
Ltsmfeets
Glass,
Cernent and Rex Flintkote
ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
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The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano,

tiui

GENUINE CHICKERING

THE

The triumphant result of over SO years of endeavor, ts admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

MUSIC
THE AVIIITHON
114
ATREET.

CO.

80UTH 8EC0ND

STATIONERY.

PERIODICALS.

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

Newcomer Book and Art Store

If

Your Boy

Wants an automobile, tricycle or wagon, for Xmas, better come In
and make your selection and leave the order, as the demand is greater
than we anticipated.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
HOLIDAY GOODS ARRIVING EVERY
DAY.
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.

FRAMING.
PICTURE

CIGARS
AND CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good investment. Our prices are right We lnvlu
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE, ETC.

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING JEWELER

last

Mm. J. K. Matthews returned
nliiht from an extended trip to Cali
fornia, during which she visited all
the iirlnclpal cities along the coast.
John Warren, foreman of one of the
ranches of the Victorio I,anl and Cattle company, with headquarters at
attended to business In the city
today and will return to the ranch
En-gl-

Marcus P. Kelly, former store ac
countant at the local offices of the
Santa Fe, has severed his connection
with the company and has accepted a
position with the Ernest Meyers company.
Mrs. B. A. Sleyster and daughter
expect to leave, probably tonight or
tomorrow evening, for Florida, where
old
they will visit Mrs. Sleyster's
home. They will be absent several
months.
Colonel John Greenwald, the big
flour miller of Socorro, came up the
road as far as Belen this morning, and
expects to be In the territorial
tonight. He will
return
south to 8ocorro on No. 9 tonight.
Mr. Wheeler, yard section foreman
of the Santa Fe at Deming, has gone
to Rlncon and takes the same posi
tion there, and Robert Black, of Kin
con, succeeds Mr. Wheeler at Deming. It was an exchange of places.
Contractor M. C. Westbrook. of
the American Lumber company, arrived in the city from Thoreau last
night. Mr. Westbrook Is now busy
putting in several new bridges on the
between
Zunl Mountain railway,
Thoreau and Ketner.
C. T. Brown, one of Socorro's most
enterprising citizens, and who be
lieves that the mountains adjacent to
that town contain the richest ores In
the country, passed through the city
this morning, going up the road to
Santa Fe, and probably may extend
his trip to Missouri.
X. Cawker, manager of the football
eleven of the Santa Fe Indian school,
accompanied the team to this city last
night and looked after the boys during
Mr.
their stay in the city today.
Cawker is a graduate of the Santa Fe
Institution and has an enviable reputation as a baseball player.
Alderman Thomas lsherwood ami
M. Birney left last night for an overland trip to the Zunl mountains on a
Reports
expedition.
bear hunting
are that bear are very plentiful in the
Zunls, and each one expects to bring
back the tilde of a large bruin. They
will be absent from the city for several days.
Oakey Clifford Is pleased to receive
a letter from a relative frotn whom he
had not heard since 1878. The writer
Is Mrs. Bridget Ryan, of New Orleans,
and the latter Inquires about the recent death of her aunt, Mrs. Margaret
Clifford, mother of Mr. Clifford. The
deceased died a few weeks ago In this
city. She was one of pioneer women
of the territory.
At the end of the first half of the
foot ball game at Traction park this
afternoon, between the Santa Fe In
dlans and the university, the score
stood 6 to 0 In favor of the univer
sity eleven. The touchdown was made
on a fumble on the part of the Indians
Danhv, for the university, secured the
ball and broke through the Indians'
yards
Interference, running twenty-fivfor a touchdown.
Dr. W. D. Radcllffe, pnysiclan and
surgeon for the Santa Fe cutoff, and
Mr. Stagner, a carpenter in the era
ploy of the company, came up from
Belen this morning and intended to
continue on north to Kennedy, where
.they were to take the Santa Fe Cen
tral train for Willard, but missed the
train here. They will go north to
morrow morning. Dr. Radcllffe goes
north to remove the hospital of the
cutoff at Willard to the junction station of the Rock Island and Santa Fe
cutoff.
J. J. Johnson, one of Albuquerque's
sports, has returned from a professional trip tox Globe, Arizona, and Is
ready to say, as long as present conditions exist, he prefers livlfig in Albuquerque to living In Globe. He says
Globe Is a great mining camp, one of
the best of the many in Arizona, but
the commodities of life are entirely
too high there to suit him. He says
John J. Keegan, formerly of Gallup,
and well known in Albuquerque, is
doing well as a wet goods dispenser
e

at

Strong's Bon. The family of Rogers
now on their way to Albuquerque
from Sulphur Springs In the Jemes
WE'VE CLOTHED ALBUQUERQUE MEN FOR A GREAT NUMBER OF YEARS NOW WE WILL
country and he will probably be burFEED THEIR FAMILIES.
led here on Monday. The remains of
Phelps will bo shipped to Montague,
Mich., where his parents reside.
The funeral of William H. Hull,
who died suddenly yesterday afternoon, will be held from the undertaking parlors of A. Borders tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock, and interment
All
will be In Kairvlew cemetery.
members of Carpenters' Union No.
BEGINNING
1319 are requested to meet at their
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, AND UNTIL WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER
29,
THE
hall at 1 o'clock and attend the
GIVE,
THINGS
WILL
DOES
STORE
CHARGE,
ABSOLUTELY
THAT
ANY
OF
FREE
funeral In a body.
It Is understood here that the mayor
of El Paso has proclaimed against
any future badger fights In that city,
and the sports down there are up In
arms. A big tight was kcIi 'luled for
TO ANY PERSON MAKING A PURCHASE AMOUNTING TO 20 OR OVER. TURKEYS WILL BF
this (Saturday evening at El Paso, and
the sports declare It wilt be putted off
DELIVERED TO ANY ADDRESS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29.
regardless of the mayor's proclamabadger,
fine
a
tion. Joe Sheridan has
and It was learned this afternoon,
since the fight of last Saturday night,
that a delegation of local pious citizens
called on Mayor McKee and requested
him to put a stop to all such fights In
the future in this city.
Abe Coon, a well known and wealthy
citizen of Socorro, is in the city today
on business. A few years ago Mr.
Coon owned one of the finest orchards
In New Mexico, located in the limits
Robert Mclntyre, the noted lec- - V
of the town of Socorro, but the floods
turer
will be
and
MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
came and in almost a twinkling washhere to lecture on Thursday ev- ed away a fortune; thus that splendid
0
ening, November 23. He is a
orchard of a few years ago is now al- 4 profound thinker, and noted for V
most a thing of thfe past, and Mr.
his burning eloquence and thrill- 0
Coon stated this morning that he
Ing humor. Hear him, at the ""
would In the future devote his time
V
First Methodist church next
and money to developing some mines
V
Thursday evening.
be owns In the mountains adjacent to
that town. The gentleman will return
Discriminating purchasers who desire to be shown the very best and
Drop In at the White Elephant toto Socorro tonight.
night and partake of a fine lunch. Free
latest productions In Jewelry,' should not fall to see
We have Jist received a full line to everybody, and all welcomed.
of the celebrated Dolgevllle Felt SlipCrushed oyster ehell Is very essenpers and Juliets for men, women and
Hens cannot lay
children. They come In black, red, tial to poultry.
green or brown, plain or fur trimmed without substance for the egg shell.
and are excellent for comfort and E. W. Fes, 620 South 8econd street.
wear. Prices range from 65c to 1.50.
0
dressing,
Roast turkey, oyster
MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railpotatoes, cranberry sauce and
sweet
road avenue.
cocoa n ut cream pie, at the Columbus
119 South 8econd St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
hotel for dinner tomorrow.
Dance at the Casino Saturday
8
orMusic by the Loebs-Devichestra. Only respectable people
V
BERNALILLO HOTEL,
Y
Bernalillo, N. M.
FREE DEMONSTRATION
"
l
Mrs. I.ulu Silva, Proprietress.
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
,
j
Rates Reasonable.
ACADEMY.
There is fashion In goods as well as
Open Saturday nights at Col- In dress. We are going to give you a
ombo hall. Instructions from 8
few examples. Armour's extract of
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
One of the finest free lunches of the
beef demonstrator will do it for us.
from 9 to 12 o'clock.
Chafing dish cookery, dainty soups
season will be served at Zelger's cafe
and bouilllons served to our patrons
this evening, beginning at 9 o'clock.
Everybody Invited.
I have new patterns coming In all all week. It is all free, with our comtime. If you want any stamping pliments.
Don't miss that turkey dinner at the
GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO
done,
don't delay, but bring it to 224
the Columbus hotel tomorrow. The
Opportunity No. 1
avenue,
West
corner
Gold
Third
of
Albuquerque
finest Sunday dinner In
street. Mrs. Wilson.
Piano for Sale.
cents.
for twenty-fivHoward.upright, in perfect condiFifty people can make
Don't forget the resort tonight
You are Invited to the White Eletion; 3 years old; cash or installphant this evening. Free lunch at 9 the White Elephant, Free lunch serv- - ment. Inqnire of Borradaile & Co.,
$25 apiece between now
ed at 9 o'clock.
117 Gold avenue.
o'clock.
and Monday noon, by buy-

THANKSGIVING TURKEYS

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
In

GET INTO THE FEAST
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
STERN,
SIMON
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lot in the
Eastern Addition to the
Highlands, south of Trum-

ing a

50-fo-

as

bull avenue, with only $10

balance

down,

$1

PLUMBING

as

per

as

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

IPP IThe

JJub

Broken
Club

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Young Man.

FLORAL
DESIGNS

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

Pieces for funerals, weddings,
and all occasions, executed in a
thoroughly artistic manner. If you
want something out of the ordinary, try us.
i

WHITNEY COMPANY

as

as

e florist

IVESf
319

I

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engine?, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. W.1te for Prices

HANDSOME

South Fint Street

J

401-40-

as

as

North Fin Street

3

West Santa Fe avenue.
Auto Phone 718.
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J. POST
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WM. M'INTOSH.

HARDWARE

WIIOL.TCSAL1TC

O

CO.

&

Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS.

RKTAIXi

We Carry "The Best" Heaters

and Ranges

CALL AND SEE OUR, FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY. COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HODS,
COAL
FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
JAPANED
AND
GALVANIZED

COLE'S HOT BLAST.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

W

J

s

7

as

week.

HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

AND AMMUNITION.

A.

The Jeweler

.

The $15 suits we are selling look like more dollars
than the amount you are
asked to pay represents.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

ANNOUNCEMENT

MAYNARD,

Globe.

Men's Overcoats, neat grey effects, $15
Others at $12.50, $16.50, $18, $20, up to $30

Fat, Dressed, Thanksgiving Turkey

A Choice,

The bodies of Richard Rogers and
Lloyd Phelps, t.e two bridge carpenters who died at St. Joseph's hospital
In this city as a result of Injuries received by falling from a bridge at
Ketner several days ago, are still at
parlors of O. W.
the undertaking

Beat This m Mind

119

18, 1905.

are

LOCAL ANI3

14 WEST RAILROAD AVEJfr

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

ilr-

No. 215

'Em

RIFLES, SH0TGUN6

OF

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE 6T0CK
MAKERS, CAKE MAKERS.

frVlir

CHOPPERS,

OF FOOD

BREAD

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

FAMOUS

West Railroad Avenue

-

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

The Albuquerque Evening Citizen
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FOR. THEATRICAL PEOPLE
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New York. Nov. 18. Feeling relieved that the duties of citizenship
no longer required that they Bhould
spend their evenings in listening to
the oratorical displays of the garul-ouwindmill spell binders, theater
goers have returned In Btrong force
to the theaters, which so materially
lacked their presence during .the previous week.
Monday night witnessed the first
performance at the Empire Theater
of 'Titer Pan, or the Boy Who
Wouldn't Grow Up." It Is a fairy play
for grown up people a delightful reawakening of the Joys and hopes of
childhood, that are never completely
in anybody's nature. There
the delicious union of Maud Adams
and J. M. Barrle, both acknowledged
magicians of the human heart, has

sen came to New York with the
some years ago, practically
unknown, and how she leaped into
popular favor, first In "The Serenade,"
and next in "The Singing Girl."
Everyone recalls how, four years ago,
in the midst of a very prosperous future, she went abroad, with her heart
set on a large career, and took up the
study of grand opera. For a time her
admirers heard nothing more of her.
Then came news of her debut In a
small theater In Naples as Marguerite
In "Faust." Last year we heard of
her engagement at Covent Garden,
London, and the flattering notices she
received from the press. That this
new American prima donna's reception there was well merited. Is seconded by the opinion of the New
York critics who beard her Thursday
afternoon. Today her voice shows a
nmarkable gain in volume and a pol
ish that she did not possess In the
old days of light opera.
The Metropolitan Optra House Is
soon to opon up with what will without doubt be the mon remarkable
season that this city has ever had.
Its length has been extended so that
It will now cover a period of seventeen weeks. The repertoire will include, among others, two new operas,
Humpiedlneks' "Hansel and Oretel."
and Pucclns' "The Queen of Sheba,"
and Wagner's "The Flying Dutchman." Finally the genuine comic
opera will be represented in Struss'
"The Gypsey Baron." In Caruso and
Knote. who are to take part in most
of the productions, Horr Conreld has
the most famous tonois of the present flge. Idols who make distinctions
between sinking and mere hellowlng.
Mary Mannering, who has won a
great success at the Siu-oy-,
with Jas.
K. Hacked, in "The Walls of Jericho,"
wi'l Foon leave that company, and set
out at the head of her own company
in a new play by Pierre Wolf. It has
been a source of conjecture that so
promising a star should rot be meeting with success all by herself. It
may be interesting to note, that since
retiring from the stage a season before last. Miss Mannering, or Mrs.
Hackett. as she is known in private
life, became the mother of a little
girl. With both father and mother
appearing at the head of their respective companies, their present
Joint Income will be doubled and the
little tot amply provided for.
As an encouragement for would be
play writers, It may be of interest to

s

THEATRICAL STARS.

mm
HANCIS WILSON. ARNOLD

DALY.

thrilled the American public with the
same delight that It experienced when
the charming Lady Rabbio burst upon
its view in the "Little Minister." As
Peter Pan, the fairy boy from "Never,
Never, Never Land," MIfs Adams
, plays the part of the mischievous
youngster whose pet project is that of
carrying little children to his fairy
country land. No other actress could
fit the part as well as this thereal
little star. No other actress could pro.
backduce the right atmospheric
ground for such a piny and hold the
interest of the multitude of grown ups

THREE STARS

OP THE STAGE.

v

1

Hippodrome, the elephants are still
tleeing In a demoralized riot up the
Incline, pursued by the hordes men
and horses, and in their attempt to
escape, are forced to chute the sides
of the mountain and plunge Into the
lake. An officer of the S. P. C. A..
from up state, was overheard to re- mark that if the elepbants had not
been provided hy nature with a splin
ter proof hide, he would have stopped
show, and thereliy do his
the "Hull
"

to her the hearts of the feminine
music lovers. At one time, during
her childhood, she played In the
streets of English towns for her living. Her playing attracted the attention of a wealthy minister, who enabled her to study under the most
Today
famous teachers In Europe.
she is regarded as an artist of extraordinary merit.
Marie Cahill Is serving out legally
distilled fun in "Moonshine," at the
Mooty.'
Liberty. There are few actresses toMiss Marie Hall, a young English day upon the stage who can compare
violinist, who is touring this country with her as a really funny woman.
under the management of Henry There is none so sought after by
Wolssohn, made her first appearance music publishers who have a song
at Carnegie Hall. Wednesday evening, they wish to be made popular. Alassisted by Walter Damrosch and the ready reports are reaching ns from
New York Symphony Orchestra.
A "Little Italy," to the effect that the
touch of pathetic incident Is connect- makers of the grinding organs are
ed with Miss Hall's life, that will open working overtime In reproducing "I

GENEVIEVE DAY
MRS. FISKJC.

and sophisticated theater goerB, who
are prone to scoff at and cynically
smile at the childishness of it all.
Rebuilt from top to bottom the New
Casino opened with the "Earl and the
Girl," a new musical comedy of the
usual type. The book Itself amounted
to little but it served well to introduce some attractive effects and to
furnish opportunities
for the ever
clever group of principals and the
good singing company of uncommonly
pretty girls, without which the play
would rank as a dull, dreary failure.
Eddie Foy, as "Jim Cheese," the dog
trainer, had that sort of opportunity
iliat fits his comedy traits, and tickled
the audience in that easy droll Btyle
of his. Among the Ingenluos effects
is that given after the fall of the curtain, at the end of the first act, when
the house being still darkened, there
suddenly appears through the holes
in the drop curtain,
the brilliantly
illuminated heads of all the chorus
girls.
Thursday afternoon, at the Casino,
Alice Nlelson made her debut In grand
opera, singing the role of Norlna In
Donizetti's opera. "Don Pasquale."
Everybody remembers how Miss Nlel- -

note the continuous success of "The
Prince Chap," in which Cyril Scott Is
starring, at Joe Weber's Theater.
Overawed and out advertised by plays
of better known dramatists, the little
play has fought Us way into the front
rank by sheer merit alone. It is a
play that takes a hold of your heart
strings. Briefly told, it is the story
of Payton, a struggling young artist,
who fulfills the dying request of a
woman model by adopting her little
daughter. He is In love with a beautiful woman, who later throws hlru
over and marries a wealthy old man.
Broken hearted, Payton goes abroad,
taking the child with him, and there
wins both fame and fortune. Eight
years elape. and his former sweetheart, now a rich young widow, returns, and tries to win him back to
her again. Piqued by his Indifference
to her,
accuses blin of being In
love with his ward, now a full grown
woman.
The tender scene which follows, In which he realizes that his
ward loves him, furnishes a most
touching finale to what is now regarded as the prettiest and most
charming play in New York.
In the East Indian spectacle at the

Want to Get My Ten" and "Robinson
Crusoe's Isle."
At Mendelssohn Hall. Ben Street
and his English company presented,
without scenery and howy costurhes,
About
Shakespeare's
"Much Ado
Nothing" and "The Merchant of Venice." The performances presents a
strange contrast to the gorgeous productions which pretend to merely
please the eye, and wholly Ignore the
other senses of the mind.
Widespread Interest Is being manifested In the forthcoming production
at Proctor's Fifth Avenue Theater, of
the new version of "Oliver Twist,"
with which Beerbohm Tree is scoring
a tremendous hit In London, in spite
of the fact that Mr. Tree Is one of
the worst actors In England today.

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER I
New York, Nov. 18. Those small
furs that usher In the wintry season
are nniong the most becoming thicks
in mnaui s wardrobe wnen well se
lected. There seems to be no limit
s to what one may spend upon those
fascinating accessories to the toilette.
The richest and deepest of sables,
the shimmering, snowy white of er
mine, the soft brown mink, and many
other pieces that add oh. sa much
both to one's roml'ort and appearance.
Ermine still reigns supreme for all
dressy occasions, and so rare Is this
little pelt becoming that Its already
tteep price promises to reach an
position for many ere the soa-sri
over. The
war
Is said to have exerted a disastrous
e'fect upon the supply of several
furs: the hunters and trippers being
drafted for military duly, and unable
to follow their usual hunts and prey.
ne does not oftentimes associate
political economy and the ftate of
the fasiiions; but one nlwss knows
that the rarer and mere expensive a
tbln gets to be, the more modish Is
It bure to become, and the mere hert
are the would-bfashionables upon
adorning them selves with this particular article.
Caracul Is a Russian fur that Is
having quite a vogue of Its own. and
being a glossy black, It Is almost unl- versally becoming. One sometimes
tecs it combined with a modicum of
ermine, the color contrast serving to
display both furs to better advant-
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The vogue ef the elbow sleeve w'li
probably give the fur trade a bo-.for the muff, at least, will be a necessity. Two furs, which have been Imitated so well that even experts, It Is
said, are sometimes puzzled to detect!
the imitation, are ermine and seal. .
Mole is now got up to resemble seal
very closely, while rabbit Is clipped
and otherwise treated to represent
ermine. There is a great demand this
year for white furs, ermine, white fox,
euracui and the Inexpensive mufflln.
especially for evening wraps.
In muffs there are all sorts. Plain,
flat, round, square, end pouch. And
sheer !!n erie material beneath. Thl
Is merely a single
hint; countless
"thefs will Instantly present themselves to the woman with a taste for
dns- - and a share of imagination, i
help It along. Perthes, too, are finding new and novi uses, and those
who have old timn possessions In this
l!re would better get them out, clean
:!'pm and dlsposo of tliern after tne
liter modes. For a cascaded Jabot
there is no'hlng lovelier than one of
'he old fashioned long and full
for cascading the outer side of a
butterfly sleeve, for draping at the
thev are trimmed and nntr'.mmed. the
'ormer for evening only, thoneh.
Fur trimmed gowns are In fashion
oii e n ore. after a long retirement.
At pre nt the trimming is mostly confined to coats, but a few fur trimmed
are seen. Short haired fur Is
usel, the popular caracul being much
in evidence. This fur Is so pliable
and so easily manipulated as to make
purposes.
It valuable for trimming
Collars, cuffs and Jackets of fur appear on some of the smartest of Imported street gowns. Sometimes the
skirt shows a few medallnns of fur
to match the Jacket, but more often
Evening and
It Is quite untrimmed.
reception gowns are being trimmed
with sable, mink, ermine, and costly
furs.
The suit of lace Is fast reaching
the dimensions of a furore, and everything, from a narrow machine made
imitation Valencennes that Hells for a
few pennies the yard, up to a point de
gaze piece, that costs thousands oi
rtjllsrs, lace is the thing. One emi
hardly Imaelno u gown nowauav
without a touch of lace somewhere
or another upon It. Even the strictest of tailor made will have a piece
of coarse Russian guipure a lace
that resembels an embroidery or a
collar and cuff In Italian AIM. .While
as for frocks of formal Intent, all of
the modish materials simply cry out
for a lace adornment. One can hard
ly Imagine a gown of crepe de chine
without its full completion of lace,
and when ribbons are about as liberally added the thing Is complete.
One hears that
collars are
la-c-

more or less accustomed to thorn In
coats and Jackets, and accept them
with complaisance In this connection.
But the long coat skirts are now folded back In front snd on the sides
Incidentally, pretty nearly all of the
newer coats are slit up the sides almost to the waist line and again at
the back. Skirts, too, are not free
from this same tendency. The gores
are so disposed that they overlan, and
the overlapping points are Tolded
back, usually In a triangular line, and
often times faced with some contrasting color and material. The best makers line those folded over parts with
a princess haircloth, so that they do
not present that flattened out and do-- i
pressed appearance that an unllned
revere always displays. The spring
iness of the haircloth, too, keeps the
revere always In correct position, and
prevents It from the creasing and
crumpling that the chances of general
wear often times imposes.
Sometimes these reveres are merely tacked
down on the underside; but oftener
they are fastened back with buttons,
and simulated buttonholes. The opportunity to display a button hole In
this position Is too good to bo overlooked, and handsome buttons are an
Integral part of the newer styles. One
Parisian gown. In a sage green velvet,
showed and turned back effects facod
with the same shade of moire, and
piped with a little silver braid. A
quaint locking sliver pin
thrust
through the corners of the revere
seems to hold It In place.
The new evening tones are pins
and silver. They are Immensely becoming and can be worn on many oc- casions. Pink is tio Ideal evening
colur and there Is something about it
which keeps one from becoming tirt-of It. Take a pink which It not too
bright and make It up prettily, trimming It with a very natrow fringe of
sliver, and you will have a gown
which will wear you for a long time.
One of the lovely new evening dresses
was made of piece lace of the kind
which comes by the yard at a very
moderate price. The skirt hung rather
limp and was cut to fit the hips. In
the front It lay slightly upon tho
ground, and In the back fragged In
long, train fashion. It was trimmed
around the fcot with a narrow niching of narrow silver stuff anu there
were silver tabs hanging through the
larc. Around the neck there was a
trlmnilne of silver passementerie, and
around the belt there was a wide silver girdle.
The new waist flannels are veij
beautiful. Checks, Roman stripes and
tartsns are the bulk of them. Ana
the colors are bright and clear, with;
out being over brilliant. A very good
flannel at fifty cents a yard Is warranted to waBh without shrinking.
School girls will wear flannel waists
a great deal this winter, anil older
women will find them most convenient for morning wear.
--
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FOR REAPERS OF FASHION

18, 1905

London, Nov. 18.
An attemnt is
being made hcie to revive as an even- lng dress for ladies the
e
of
ancient Greece. At a recent performance of the opera two fashionable
young ladles occupied a Ikix. They
were g.arbed in the simple easy fitting
dress of the old Greeks. Their
caused a sessatlon, but the
comment seemed to be favorable
more than otherwise.
r
and passe, but
a gimce at any assemblage of Imported garments will contradict that
Instantly.
Periiaps lace collars, a
collars per se may not be so modisu
as heretofore, but the thousand and
one uses to which the clever designer
puts them will make them more In
demand than ever before. The lingerie blouse will use up at least three
without the slightest, effort one for a
round yoke and one apiece to the elbow sleeve rulfles, the latter sspple-mentcwith a double frill of the
back of a deep celnture on a lace
gown, where the lace and ribbon
mingle prettily In fact, the uses for
this set piece are endless.
Peveres of all kinds and characters
are asserting themselves strenuously
In tho newer modes. Already we are
co.-tum-

alto-'tthe-
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A PARISIAN TOQUE

OF CREAMY TAN
A

model

f ro m

tended for early
morning wear has
as lis attractive
feature lace drapery. The form Is a
toquo, camels hair
the material
belli
used,
and It
crushed into flat
folds. The color of
t'.iis toque Is a soft,
creamy tan, and
the black Spanish
lace is draped over
the rolling brim
and permitted to
hang to the should
er, in the back.
A
delicate pink
rose is tucked in
the cascade of the
lace at the side of
the hat.
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Leon B.Stern,proprietor

Dress Goods and Silk Selling

Don't let another day pass without getting posted on the Marvelous Silk and Dress Goods values to be
profits. This Store Cuts the Price, and you can depend on getting just the Silks and
Dress Goods you want and need under regular price.

Dress Goods

full 27 Inches wide; in the new street and even,
.
shades, black and white; you pay
seventy-fivcents for these goods
4fWT
wherever you go. Sale Price, yard
Btamlne, In black and the new
blue; you know It's all the rage; warranted
dust proof; beautifully finished;
Sale
fully worth $1.65 a yard.
Price, per yard
French Granite Cloth, In black,
cardinal, wine, sage, grey, castor, navy and
brown; warranted dust proof; best
value ever offered. Sale
Price, per yard
English Melton, the .finest
cloth ever shown in this city. In grey and mode.
suitable for swell tailor costumes;
A splendid $2.50 value. Our price
during this sale, per yard
Black Irish Poplin and Sebastapol; war.
ranted pure wool; an elegant ma- terial for fine black dresses; Every
yard a $1.50 value. Sale price. .. .

Habit Cloth. In black, nary,
royal, cardinal, grey mixed, brown mixed, etc.;
a cloth that never sells for lean
than 75c a yard. Our price during
this sale
Basket Cloth, Homespun and
Cheviot, in a large variety of plain colorings
and mixtures; are worth 50c every- yg
where. Our price during this sale,
per yard
French Broadcloth, In every
popular shade to be had; guanranteed to be
the best dollar and a half fabric
ver offered.
Our price during
VlSC
tnfs sale, per yard
$1.00 Crepe de Chines Only 1000 yards of It,
24 Inches wide, black and colored, beautiful
crepe effect, not mercerized but
ail pure silk; never sold anywhere
zSiC
less than $1.00 yard. Sale price
Eollennes at 48c One hundred pieces
In the lot, the genuine Silk and Lisle Eolinnes;
all-wo-

h
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all-wo-

all-wo-

$1.25

h
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all-wo-
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75-ce-
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$1.75

h
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Startling Low Prices in the Cloaks, Suits, Skirts and Waists
Slashing reductions in order to make today the banner day of the season a single glance will conviuce you of the superiority of our garments, while
as to price you know we have no competition everything in this great section priced as at no place else, and whatever you buy, whether it be a
medium-price- d
garment or the finest in our stock, you are guaranteed a saving of 25, 35, or even 50 per cent.
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Sample Dozens, Odd Lots and Makers' Surpluses, Worth Up to $3.00, at 96c, $1.49, $1.98

SUIT SALE
$10.00
$I8.2, $20.i
Worth

Couldn't quote these prices only we bought this lot at less than material
NOW YOU GET THESE WAISTS AT HALF AND
alone cost, and
THIRD THE PRICE they were made to sell for
FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES
To pick from and every one this season's
latest model made of best quality Nun's
Veiling, Albatroess, Poplins, Linens,
Voiles, etc. all fancy trimmed
and tailor made all colors, all sizes
Waists worth $2, $3 and up to
$5 all In S great lots at, choice,
JV- $1.88, $1.49 and

ALL SIO.OO

s,

Cheviot, Broadcloth Novelties,
Panamas, Etc.
In the new long coat, Eton and French jacket
styles all new late models with circular and
plaited skirts Jackets all lined and trimmed with
velvet, braid, straps, etc. Suits that we know
cant be matched anywhere, short of
$18 to $25 but tomorrow pick them
out here, at, choice
All Wool

Ladies $10 Skirts $5.95
This great sale grows greater dally as new
lots are received think of it best ot
Ladies' $10 Skirts at $5.95 made or finest
A
Panama Cloth, double plaited all
over In narrow double plaits full tailor-madand stitched perfect hanging black,
blue and brown a Skirt
to sell at $10 and never
Special

$10

Buy 'Era Now

"$5,95

$6 Skirts on sale at $3.50

$1.39 for Silkollne $3 Comforts. The best $2.00 Silkoline Tufted Comforts
at $1.39; bought cheap, sold cheap large full slue, covered with Al
silkollne. fillled with best white cot- - ton, and every one tufted you
never &aw so good anywhere short of $2.00. Special, $1.39 each.
AN EXTRA BARGAIN.

site fancy French SMeea

tufted,
forts, heavily
very thick and fluffy
our everyday $3.60 kind

1

ma-teri-

l)
JJk

LadicS
$7 30
.
7,
u; .

Special lots bought under value he new long and short models
made of Scotch materials, Coverts, Zibellaee, Kerseys, etc. strap
VOalS and fancy trimmed Coats worth every penny of
17.60, and you can't match 'em for less Special

TiniCr

$1.39

o O

Men's High Grade Dress
Regular $ .00,
1

Com

$2,49

See Our Window Display

Ladies 98c Wrappers 50c

Made of fancy Flannelette, yoke and ruffle trimmed, deep flounce, all colors the
alone Is worth more actually a 98c value Special

e

All

POli

CHOICE

Only 118 Suits in the lot just arrived, and it s
the best of all our great bargain purchases the
the samples and model garments of New York's
finest maker, and because they're samples and
made to sell goods from, the make, fit and style
are much better than the usual run made of

fi

$7 and $8 Skirts go at $4.98

ami $25.

$

1

Sis 3 (or $1.00
.50 and $2.00

One Dollar would be a small price to pay for shirts like these
made of the finest percale, chambray and imported
ginghams. Come in all sizes from 14 to 17; just think
what a snap, we propose to see that they all goat. .

3

they are

k $11

